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Flooding Damages

Hardy School Bid

Darnall Basement

By Eric HEiLMAN

Building Repairs To Cost Over $600,000

Hoya Starr WRITER

A 35-year-old
terline

rather than sell the property.
Also, the university withdrew its bid when it learned that it could not
purchase the Hardy recreational center adjoining the school.
The first element hinged on the recreational facility adjacent to the
Hardy School. D.C. Public Schools accepted a six million bid from
Georgetown University for both the Hardy School building and neighboring recreational grounds in the last week of November. Upon further
research, however, D.C. Public Schools and local community activists

break,

underground

ruptured

causing

the basement

over

the

wa-

winter

heavy

flooding

of Darnall

Hall.

in
The

flood resulted in four feet of mud in
the basement and over $600,000 in
damages.
Although several water pipes on
campus break each year, “[this break]
was the worst because it ran for so
long because we couldn’t get the wa-

discovered that, while it owns the title to the Hardy School building, D.C.

Public Schools doesnot own thetitle tothe Hardy recreational facility and
therefore has no right to sell it.
Unlike the title for the Hardy School building, the title for the Hardy

ter shut off fast enough,” Director of

Facilities
said.

recreational facility is still owned by the Federal Department
of Parks and

Management

Rich

Payant

The flood caused damage to the stu-

Recreation.
“The University understood that it was bidding for the building and
neighboring recreational fields. The athletic field space was a big

dent laundry room in Darnall, storage
and mechanical rooms and the Telecommunications Office. According to

priority,” said Matthew Umbhofer, assistant director
of public relations for
the university.

Payant, 18 inches of water covered the

floor of the Telecommunications Office. This water damage caused phone
lines for Darnall, Henle, St. Mary’s
and Kober- Cogan to be down for approximately 10 days.

The failure of negotiations over the details of the purchase of the Hardy
School wasalso facilitated by community pressure. Arearesidents claim
current demographic trends in the Foxhall area point to furs need of the
Hardy School for elementary education.

Because of these trends, both the Advisory Neighborhood Commission and area residents opposed any sale of the school. At its Dec. 2
meeting, the ANC passed a resolution stating the sale of the Hardy School
would be “against D.C. citizens’ fundamental interests.”
Inresponse to this community pressure, D.C. Public Schools proposed
leasing the Hardy School to Georgetown University instead of selling it.
A lease would have allowed D.C. Public Schools to reclaim the Hardy

telephone operators had to be moved
out of Darnall to the Leavey clock
tower because the entire Telecommunications Office was damaged.
In addition, the hospital paging system is still down, although 250 tem-

“Georgetown was willing to work within the framework of a long -

porary pagers are being used.

term lease,” Umhofer said.
However, any intention to work out the details of such an arrangement
was halted by the discovery that the recreational center would not be

Paging could be restored anytime
between late Friday afternoon and
Wednesday.

included in any property transaction.

Darnall

Since the university’s decision to withdraw, bidding for a lease of the

Hardy School has been reopened.
:
“We have no interest in entering into the new Hardy lease arrange-

Keren MoscovitcH/
THE Hoya

uw. Senior.captain Boubacar Awled Georgetown to a 5-3 record over the winter break,

the Wormley School, located on Prospect Street, is still proceeding with
the approval of both D.C. Public Schools and the ANC.
The university plans
to renovate the Wormley School and use it as
office space.

including a 74-65 New Year's Eve victory over No. 21 West Virginia. The Hoyas next
travel to the No. 10 Connecticut Huskies on Saturday. See Sports, page 8.

lost

water,

electricity,

plumbing, elevator, fire alarm and heat
services as a result of the flood. The
three faculty members who lived in
the. building.

were

moisture

or mildew

moved

to

the

Marriott: Guest House while repairs
were performed.
Payant said the flooding caused no
damage to student property. He added

According to Payant, a night maintenance man discovered the flooding
in the Darnall basement at approximately 6 p.m. Dec. 26 in response to a

trouble alarm that sounded at the Department of Public Safety. He then
saw water flowing through an air shaft

in the basement.
However, Payant said the water was
not shut off until approximately 2:15
a.m. because the shutoff valve, located 10 to 12 feet under the sidewalk
in front of Darnall, would not completely close and stop the water flow
because sediment blocked its closure.
The repairs took a long time because two workmen had to open the
valve to allow water to flow through
and wash out the sediment. In addition, the city had to shut off its water
valve at Reservoir Road.
Payant said age and settlement
caused the water pipe to break. The
pipe, which is located 20 feet under
Darnall and passes through a concrete

According to Associate Director of
Network Services Ted Evans, various

School should the community need it in the future.

excess

odor in Darnall or Henle was reported.

Hoya Starr WRITER

The talks collapsed because D.C. Public Schools decided to lease

__ment.” Umhofer said.
sid
Despite
the failure of these negotiations, the university’ sacquisitionof

that no

By HEATHER BURKE

Georgetown University’s plans to purchase the Hardy School collapsed over winter break when negotiations with the District of Columbia Public Schools broke down.

wall into the basement mechanical
room, was 35 years old.
Payant said the Department of Facilities hired workers to clean and
shovel mud for three days, after it took
halfa day to pump all the water out of
the basement.
A vacuum truck was brought in to
suck up thousands of pounds of mud
that were shoveled into an air shaft.
Another truck blew warm air into the
building for a week in order to prevent
long-term water damage and mildew.
The basement also had to be cleaned,
reconditioned and carpet had to be
relaid in some sections.
According to Payant, there was a

large cavity where the water line broke
behind Darnall because a backhoe had
to dig a hole to reach the pipe. Work-

See FLOOD, r. 5

Georgetown Professor Diagnoses
Rembrandt Based on Painting
ing the Sick with His Shadow.” Espinel

By TiFFANY ScHATZ

found

Hova Starr WRITER

ease in a scroll
Chou Ch’en.

Dr. Carlos H. Espinel, clinical professor atthe Georgetown University School
of Medicine and scholar atthe Center for

Clinical Bioethics, combined his passion for art with his knowledge of medicine to make a postmortem diagnosis of
17th-century

Dutch

artist,

Rembrandt

van Rijn.
According to Johannah Williams,
spokeswoman for Espinel, the Georgetown professor studied Rembrandt’s
“Self-Portrait” at the National Gallery of
Art every Sunday for months and slowly
recognized symptoms of premature aging, rosacea, hardening

of the arteries

and high cholesterol.
Espinel has named the cluster of diseases “Rembrandt Syndrome,” and published his findings last month in The
Lancet, a British medical journal.
Rembrandt painted his self-portrait in
1659 at the age of 53. In the painting, his
skin

is severely

evidence

of

dementia

in

a

DeKoonig piece, and a congenital dis-

wrinkled,

and

he re-

sembles a man of age 80 or 90. This
premature aging has been attributed to
the loss of his wife and three. of his
children, but Espinel’s research reveals

signs of disease in the artist’s visage.
Espinel noticed nine brushstrokes of
red paint that give the illusion ofablotchy,
ruddy complexion to the artist’s face.
These strokes coupled with the bulbous
shape of Rembrandt’s nose led Espinel

NextTh

COURTESY OF DR. CARLOS H. ESPINEL

It took Dr. Charles.Espinel months of
Sundays to diagnose Rembrandt from
the clues of his self-portrait.
to conclude that the artist suffered from
rosacea, a dermatological disease.

The Rembrandt discovery is the fifth
diagnosis'Espinel has made from artwork. He discovered the first evidence
of juvenilerheumatoid arthritisin 1994
by studying Caravaggio’s “The Sleeping Cupid.” Caravaggio painted this
work in 1608, two centuries before the

medical community had identified the
disease.
Espinel also discovered the first de-

scription of polio’s neurological syndrome in Masaccio’s “Saint Peter Heal-

0

by a Chinese

master,

Espinel began his study of medicine
through art several years ago when he
developed an interest in art. “Medicine
was becoming very cold,” Williams said.
“Art gave [Espinel] a sense of compassion.”
Espinel realized art could be a useful
tool in refining physicians’ diagnostic
abilities. He formed the new discipline
ofart medicine, and teaches a class at the
School of Medicine on this subject.
Students of art medicine view slides
and videos of art to make diagnoses.
Espinel believes the ability to diagnose a
patient through physical appearances
alone can prove a useful tool for future
doctors.
The humanization otmedicidi is very
important to Espinel, and, according to

Williams, Espinel hopes incorporating
the arts into medicine will increase the
sensitivity of future doctors.
Espinel is the founder and director of
the Blood Pressure Center of Metropolitan Washington in Arlington for the prevention and care of hypertension and
cardiovascular diseases. He also continues to see patients in addition to his
research.

Espinel was unavalible for comment
on his work.
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Despite The Corp's pullout on the proposed library coffee bar, university officials still hope to offer latte in Lauinger.

Corp Withdraws Coffee Bar Proposal
By Miro KazAKOFF
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Students of Georgetown, Inc. (The Corp), has decided to
pull its support from a proposed coffee bar in Lauinger Library.
The Corp withdrew from the plan when the Library decided not
to install the coffee bar in Pierce Reading Room, the quiet study
area on the third floor of the library.
After concurrent studies by both the library and GUSA showed
that a majority of students would like to see a coffee bar in the
library, but not in the Pierce reading room, the library decided to
eliminate Pierce as a possible coffee bar site.
University Librarian Susan Martin said the library still has
plans to put a coffee bar in either the second or fourth floor

legal issues over which organizations are allowed to operate on
campus.
The library has no timeline for selecting a service provider.
Mark Stevens (SES ’98), director of Uncommon

Grounds,

said the Corp projected it would just barely turn a profit with the
amount of traffic that flows through the Pierce Reading Room.
No other library location would provide enough patronage forthe
venture to be successful, he said.
Under the original plan the library would have paid for the
coffee bar’s initial start-up costs, including the plumbing and
construction necessary to install a coffee bar in Lauinger. The

Corp would then operate the facility and pay the library rent,
similar to the relationship between the university and the coffee-

lounge.

house in the Leavey Center.

The library is talking with other organizations to operate the
coffee bar. Martin said the library has approached both the
Marriott and Georgetown Catering Services, but there may be

“We do want to do something,” Martin said. “Something that
would add atmosphere to the library, that would allow people to

US £)EVENTS

read or chat.”

INSIDE
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-Leslie Nielsen stars as the title character
in the Disney comedy “Mr. Magoo.” Check out
reviews of this and other holiday movies in the
Guide, page 4G.

+ William Sedutto challenges the idea that
apathy is rampant among

college freshmen. See

Viewpoint, page 2.

Injuries leave the Men’s Basketball team
short-handed for the rest of the season. See Sports,
COURTESY OF BUENA VisTA PICTURES

page 8.
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Yet Another Task Force
To the Rescue
This week Dean of Students James A. Donahue
announced the start of a task force to investigate
alcohol consumption on campus. The move was
rooted in the notion that drinking at Georgetown is
too widespread and in need of some correction.

dressed. Donahue’s decision can hardly have the
owners of Dixie Liquor shaking in their *40’s.
Rather than diverting university resources into a

relatively limited role here in comparison to many
other universities, espcially those with Greek systems, it is no surprise to anyone that Georgetown
students like to drink ... a lot. For instance, many

take concrete actions such as increasing funding
for student organizations. Participation in student
organizations gives students a positive, educational alternative to alcohol abuse.
These activities often lack the money to hold the
events they want. Increased funding, as was requested by students last semester, would allow

students received a letter over Winter Break about

clubs the freedom to pursue a wider range of

anincident wherein a student threw a 32-0z. bottle

activities.
Donahue has discussed strengthening
Georgetown ’s performing arts scene, for example,
to give students on-campus alternatives to drinking
every weekend. Furthermore, increased funding
for the Georgetown Program Board and various
social clubs would surely result in more programming. Although the university denied funding to
club sports last semester, it should re-examine this
policy, as participation in club sports could also
work to reduce student drinking.
Admittedly, eliminating Donahue’s task force
would notin itself create the monetary resources

Certainly, there should be concern for alcohol-

related problems on campus. While alcohol has a

of cider through a resident’s window on R Street.
It is also not unheard of for students here to
rearrange their schedules to be able to go out and
drink one extra night each week.
Moreover, recent media exposure of drinkingrelated deaths at universities such as Louisiana
State and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has served as a warning to Georgetown students about the possibility of similar incidents
occurring here. It is only appropriate that the
university do something to prevent such tragedies.
Nonetheless, a task force on drinking is not the
most effective strategy Georgetown could pursue.
Both here and in the world at large, the term “task

force” generally refers to a pseudo-think-tank assembled to discuss a problem without substantively tackling it. A task force often amounts to
little more than a token gesture designed to create
the appearance that difficult issues are being ad-

less, it should be abundantly clear by now that

this university cannot afford to throw one more
dollar away on another needless task force.

atall. A brisk walking tour of campus conveys the
gravity of this situation. Freshmen may be found
poring over a game of Scrabble saying they simply
“couldn’t be bothered” to go chasing tail along M
Street. A Burleith-resident senior, when questioned -

as to why he was actually going to the bathroom in
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Letters. We get letters. We get
stacks and stacks of ...
Well, actually, we don’t.
So write to us!
Drop your letters off at Leavey 421
(Disks Preferred)
Or try our easy-to-use e-mail address:

his toilet, responded that he had not been able to

work up the energy to bundle up and urinate on his
neighbor’s lawn.
Sure, we could have gone out and harvested real
evidence, but, to be frank, we don’t really care

either.
The game is up, ladies and gents. They have us
figured out — and the finger on our pulse has
pronounced us dead on arrival. File under ‘D’ for
dubious, folks. Pollsters’ reliance on the telephone

means their statistics are based on the input of the
kind of losers who still bother to answer the phone.
Besides, as some dude put it — we couldn’t be
bothered to find out who— 98.7 percent of statistics are made up on the spot.
Confident, then, that none of you will work up the
energy to read this, The Post or anything else, we
wish you all bon voyage. By the time the national
media manages to divine what motivates us, we
will all be too damn rich to care.
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for student activities. After all, task forces are
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not necessarily expensive; they are just an inefficient use of administrators’ time. Neverthe-

The Scoop of the Century
Finally, someone has garnered the requisite nerve
to identify this month’s candidate for explaining
the ills of the college generation. The Washington
Post, unwavering from its daily quest to stand
naked and quivering in the half-light of trendy
journalism and filler, has fearlessly splashed an
expose of this new peril across the weathered prow
of its front page. (College Freshmen Have the
Blahs, Survey Indicates, Monday, January 12) The
true agent of influence wreaking havoc among us
has been unmasked — and it is not malt liquor nor
the Internet. It is disinterest.
Apathy, it seems, is up. Ennui, according to The
Post, is enjoying a renaissance of sorts among the
college generation. Nonchalance is, indeed, booming.
The Post reported on a University of California at
Los Angeles study, which proves these facts through
its intricate, step-by-step statistical analysis. The
survey also posits several shocking assertions: College students care less and less about politics; college
students express little interest in the big issues of the
day; college students have been known to smoke
cigarettes and drink alcohol on occasion.
Take alook around you. Take a good look. Odds
are, one or more of the Hoyas you consider your
nearest and dearest might not care about anything

ATHETIC

panel discussion on alcohol, Georgetown should
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Jan. 19
8 p.m.
(If your name appears in the box on the bottom left
corner of this page, you must attend)
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Why Bree and Dawn Do Not
OST OF WHAT THE OPINION PAGES IN A STUDENT NEWSPA-

per publish can be divided into three general categories: whining, pseudo-intellectual babble and
navel-gazing. Whining, as the name might suggest, includes unfocused rants and litanies of petty complaints.
Pseudo-intellectual babble is instantly recognizable by its
obscurity — “May 27, 1972 is a day that will never be
forgotten by the citizens of Uzbekistan” — and its utter
incomprehensibility to humans due to the use of words
MATT
like “Uzbekistan” and “incomprehensibility.”
NORTH
Navel-gazing isunaware of
Days on the Hilltop
the outside world and content
to contemplate itself. It includes the worst elements of
the other two forms.
It entails someone’s opinion of someone’s opinion of
someone’s opinion of
either someone’s unsolicited
opinion on a perennially polemic issue (i.e. the Middle
East) or someone’s unsolic-

ited reaction to an otherwise insignificant event.
The first two categories may be obnoxious, but the first
produces nothing more than whiny letters, and the second
merely polysyllabic diatribes from fringe weirdos.
Navel-gazing, though. Well, navel-gazing is capable of
creating monsters.
Case in point: Bryanna Hocking and Dawn Scheirer.
Let’s examine this eerie phenomenon chronologically:
First, “The Guide” was distributed to freshman girls. Most

of us heard nothing about it. The usual characters (that is,
columnists and certain hyper-aware members of campus
organizations), however, did, and felt compelled to write
bombastic responses — more or less just ritualistically
kicking up some dust. Then, some more students wrote
some more responses, and responses to responses and
letters responding to responses, a few defending “The
Guide,” some condemning it.

Now, there’s no point in actually engaging the ideas
presented in “The Guide” in this column. In fact, there was
never any point of responding to the thing in print at all. It
doesn’t say anything that hasn’t been said louder and more
eloquently before.

It hasn’t

even,

as its authors have

claimed it ‘was intended to do, inspired particularly
thoughtful debate, but only generated some prefab
conversation between feminists and conservatives. “The
Guide” would have been barely a blip on the radar
screen of Georgetown’s collective consciousness, and

ESTERDAY,

THE

WASHINGTON

POST

ran a banner headline concerning
revelations that R.J. Reynolds Tobacco has targeted smokers as young as
14-years-old with past advertising campaigns. (“Internal R.J. Reynolds Docu. ments Detail Cigarette Marketing Aimed

at Children,” Thursday, Jan. 15) Many
groups and individuals will probably be
quick to express outrage, which is probably in order for the most part. However,
given the nature of the American culture
and economy, | hope the news does not
come as a genuine surprise to anyone.
Eighty-one internal documents released
Wednesday show how R.J. Reynolds repeatedly sought to increase sales among

smokers between the ages of 14 and 24
during the period between 1973 and 1990,
at times tracking the habits of smokers as
young as 12. Even those with no more
‘business sense than a grasp of basic mathematics can see why.
Smokers typically pick up their habit in
their youth, and the RIR documents reflect
as much. In 1974, C.A. Tucker, marketing
vice president for RJR, said those in the 14
to 24 age group “represent tomorrow’s

cigarette business.” Ten years later, the
marketing department conducted a study
of historical trends in tobacco use, with
one researcher concluding, “The renewal

of the market stems almost entirely from
18-year-old smokers.”
The Post article also notes once smok-

ers start they tend to be extremely brand
loyal, so securing their support early on
is crucial for tobacco companies in ensuring future sales.
Directing ads toward young

smokers

makes perfect sense for tobacco companies, particularly those in RJR’s position
in the 1970’s and ’80’s. Following the
advent of the Marlboro Man in the mid’60’s, RJR found itself losing out significantly
in the youth market to Philip Morris.

anyone

The article says we sleep through our classes because we were
busy smoking cigarettes the night before, while lamenting the
divorce of our parents. Weloafthrough school, apathetic and lazy,
desiring only a degree that ultimately means nothing to us. Oh
boy, it’s another indication that our world is going to hell in a
handbasket, as if
:
thereare not enough
of those floating
around already.
The University of
California at Los
Angeles’ annual
study
of ournation’s’
college freshmen
has been running for
the past thirty years.

to help

me.

... But

Over 250,000 fresh-

I

believe in it. It’s worth it.”
Ultimately, I don’t begrudge anyone his or her 15
minutes of fame. However, in this particular instance,

Hocking and Scheirer haven’t really done anything to
merit their time in the spotlight. They are not and
never really were news. Their sudden arrival on the
national scene is the product of a severe bout of navelgazing by Georgetown’s student press. Nothing really
happened, but we talked about it so much that now the
authors of “The Guide” have an audience of millions.

Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in THE Hoya.

were cool. And yes, that’s right, Camel

cigarettes were cool. Had I been inclined to
start smoking while Joe was around, Camel
definitely would have been my brand.
Of course, there is one small problem
with RJR’s pursuit of young smokers,
which will probably receive the most severe criticism: Smoking kills people. In
effect, RJR has admitted to actively recruitinganew generation of smokersto die
of lung cancer or at least acquire enough
Camel Cash over their lifetimes to buy iron

In effect, RJR has admitted to actively recruitinga new genera-

tion of smokers to die
of lung cancerorat
least
acquire enough Camel
Cashovertheir lifetimes
to buy iron lungs for

their golden years.
lungs for their golden years.
Was RJR’s decision deplorable? It cannot be denied that attracting smokers in an
illegal age group is at least unethical. My
point here, however, is not to pass moral
judgment on what RJR has done. People
ultimately choose to smoke on their own.
I merely mean to point out that in an
intensely capitalist society, RJR has done
no more than save its own business skin.
And if that action surprises even a few
people here in America, land of the mighty
dollar, I’d suggest they wake up and smell
the cigarettes.
Andy Amend is Viewpoint Editor of THE
Hova.

Campus Opinion:

men took the survey
that determined this
year’s results, representing 464 different colleges
and universities. Personally, I have always
been careful not to
taketheselarge, survey-based studies
with anything other
than a grain of salt.
I dislike being labeled.
This year’s studies show that college freshmen are lazier than they have been in a generation. That
is a label, and worse than that, it is a gross over-simplification of
the problem.
People all around the country have read about this study
already. Since the statistics that appeared in The Post on this topic
were small, bite-sized and easy to swallow, people have probably
eaten them up unquestioningly. The article did not look at the
causes for student apathy; it was simply a report on a report
concerning student apathy. Do not get me wrong — that is just
fine — but it is misleading.
I am only.a college freshman, but I have already learned a few
things. One is that there are no easy answers to anything. No
problem is reducible to statistics, unless you are working in a

HOUGH IT IS ONLY JANUARY, 1998

with Salon Magazine. “Let’s say she

has already seen a change of luck
for Marlene Corrigan with the
reduction of the child abuse charge
against her from a felony to a misdemeanor. She now faces up to a year in
prison instead of six years at her sentencing Feb. 27.

[Christina] wasn’t clean — you can’t

!

In November

1996, Corrigan’s

13-

wipe a 13-year-old’s ass.”
Corrigan’s defense

lawyer,

not correlate to my

experience.
But that is the
point, isn’t it? My
experience is different from everyone
else’sat Georgetown,
anditis certainly different from the experience of other people
at other universities.
There are millions
of concerns,

prob-

lemsand priorities of
which I have absolutely no notion but
are familiar to those
250,000

freshmen

who took the poll.
Thereis areason for
everything,

how-

ever strongly it may
:
be concealed. One
thing is for sure: The answers do not lie in statistics.
Then again, in some ways I fit into the statistics perfectly. I
suppose that I must seem like the average apathetic freshman. All of
the student characteristics that are record highs, indicating student
apathy, seemingly apply to me. But if you talk to people who know
me, they will tell you there is nothing I love more than learning. And
I will tell you this: When I sleep through my morning classes, which
I admittedly do more than I would like, I do so not because I don’t

care about school. I do it because I am exhausted.
William Sedutto is a freshman in the College of Arts and
Sciences.
:
:

Michael Cardoza, also said his client

Later, Corrigan allowed Christina
to

live in filthy conditions. Weare talking
about a girl who soiled herself in front
of the television because she could not
getupand go to the bathroom. We are
talking about a child whose room
reeked of the smell of urine.

tion on Christina,

even though

her

mother requested it. Cardoza also
year-old daughter, Christinadied
of consaid the so-called cause of
gestive heart failure.
death was merely an imCorrigan was subseOLIVIA
mediate conclusion thatthe
quently charged with
QUINTO
coroner jumped to because
childabuse. Exactly why
of Christina’s obesity.
was the mother held reThe Open Forum
“She could have died
sponsible
for
her
from choking on a chicken
daughter’s
death?
bone!” Cardoza said. “The
, Therein lay the problem.
coroner was simply lazy.”
On the prosecutor’s
Give me a break.
side, the reason for the
Okay, so maybe Chrischarge and the trial was
tina might have been a difthe state in which
ficult child (i.e. refusing to
Christina’s body was
go to the doctor or diet)
found — a body covand, at least, physically, her
ered with bedsores and
mother could not have forced her to
feces, lying amid empty food containcontrol her weight. But those are not
ers. In any other case, no one would
acceptable excuses. She was a child
have thought to argue about what the
who needed help, and her mother
fate of Christina’s mother should have
failed to own up to her responsibility
been — that is, until, the National
Association

to Advance

Fat Accep-

tance (NAAFA) and other similar
groups gotinvolved. Christinaweighed
680 pounds when she died.
Obesity activists said the court case
was colored by “fat prejudice.” They
claimed that feelings for Corrigan
would have been differenthad her child
been skinny or even anorexic. Judy
Freespirit of NAAFA said she believed
that people, especially the media, focused too much on Christina’s weight
and immediately assumed that the
mother was to be blamed for not stopping her daughter from eating in order
to prevent this tragedy.
As for the condition of Christina’s

body, Freespirit once again defended
Corrigan.
;
“[Corrigan]isa single mother, working full-time, with a 13-year-old child,”

Freespirit said in a Sept. 22 interview

as a parent.

Corrigan,

who

claimed

to have

tried her best to help her daughter
lose weight, did not try hard enough.
However, fat acceptance groups feel

that Corrigan cannot be blamed for
her daughter’s weight or death. In
fact, Freespirit said raising a child
like Christina was “an impossible
situation.

It [was]

impossible to be

the parent of a child this big.”
I disagree. Difficult? Yes. Impossible? No. I define being a parent as
one who, being entrusted with life,

makes every sacrifice no matter what
the cost to ensure the child’s wellbeing. What angers me about this
case is that Corrigan never took the
initiative to be the stronger one between her daughter and herself. It
was already known that Christina
started to gain weight rapidly as a

What would you do to get on the

Style page of The Washington Post?

Jeffrey Garvett, COL

child when she was taken off medication for grand mal seizures. Why
did Corrigan not seek out help or at
least an explanation?

was a target of bias. He pointed out
that the investigating coroner did not
even conduct an internal examina-

Despite

this;

2
THE

Hoya
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PE
unsolic ited
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manuscripts.

I do not place the

In

blame entirely on Corrigan. Like
Freespirit, I place'some of the blame
on the medical community for not
giving adequate care, for the school
system that let Christina fall through
the cracks and anybody else who saw
a problem and did not act upon it. |
also blame the ignorance of
Christina’s family who felt there was
something wrong but did not do anything simply because they did not
know what to do.
Another point I’d like to contest
are these concepts of “fat prejudice”
and “fat acceptance.” Yes, I believe
that physical beauty is far less significant than inner beauty. Yes, I
believe that society has some strong
biases: against fat people, and more
specifically, fat women. However,

fact

really

we

rane
like

them.
.
Deadlines
arc
Wednesday
for a
1
3 Friday
1ssue and
Sunday
for

a

the whole concept of promoting obe-

Tuesday

sity as a good thing is dangerous.
What is ugly is not the fact that
people are overweight, but the fact
that they might develop complete
apathy toward physical health. I am
not saying people should exercise
and diet just to mold themselves into
the perfect superhuman form found

.
1SSuc.

in “E! Fashion Files.”

Let

us know
what
1
think.

you

Your

People should take care of themselves physically, mentally and emotionally, to ensure a good and long life
— a life that Christina will never have
a chance to live.

fellow

Hoyas
will
.

.

appreciate it.

The Open Forum appears Fridays in
THE HovaA.

Compi ompiled by Alex Bondoc
and Yonatan Lupu
Whatever
my pimp daddies at 3407

Move to Montana and write my
manifesto.

Drop kick Leo J. in the chin.
Adam Kaplan, COL *01

calculus class. There is no black or white, but rather millions
of gray shades.
:
- Forty percent of the freshmen taking part in the survey indicated
that they wish to go on and obtain their master’s degree. That is an
all-time high. Yet these are the same freshmen who don’t care
about anything and are lucky if they get out of bed in the morning.
Is this a reflection of the freshmen themselves or of the times in
which we live, where good jobs are increasingly hard to get?
When I first read the article in The Post I was offended and
angry. [ was not personally insulted, but I was simply thrown into
confusion because I had not once during my short time in college
thought of myselfas lazy. I always figured that | was up to my ears
in books to read and papers to write. The last thing that I would
equate with Georgetown is the word
“apathetic.” - The
conclusions drawn
from the study do

When a Mother Forsakes Her Child

Enter Joe Camel. Frankly, I think he
was a greatidea on the part of RJR. He was
definitely cool. His friends were cool. His
leather jacket, his car and his saxophone

Without a strategy to generate new buyers,

who’s to say how long RJR could have
remained competitive?

Monday, Jan.12)

Scheirer’s little booklet. Yes, there were other factors

Smoke Em if Ya Got "Em
Andy Amend

ELL, IT LOOKS LIKE WE, OUR NATIONS FRESHMEN, DON’T CARE
about much of anything anymore. Poll results covered
onthe front page of Monday’s edition of TheWashington
Post show that we couldn’t give a farthing for the world in which
we live. (“College Freshmen Have the Blahs, Survey Indicates,”

noted too — the duo’s ties to the Independent Women’s
Forum and Manny Miranda’s scary man-behind-thecurtain puppetmastering — but obviously their main
propulsion was good ol’ Georgetown navel-gazing.
In fairness to Hocking and Scheirer, some of their
upward momentum since their first national media
exposure has been their own creation. They’ve done a
great job of selling their story and themselves, to the
point where the Post article is almost as much about
them as victims as it is about what they published.
Reading the last few paragraphs, you can practically
see a doe-eyed Hocking on a prime-time
newsmagazine, repeating her story to Diane Sawyer
in front of an audience of millions — “It’s been very
hard. I’m living on the other side of the country [from
I don’t have

Page 3

William Sedutto

would certainly never have been heard of outside this
university, if it weren’t for the opinion pages of the
newspaper you're holding and The Voice.
In any case, this navel-gazing cycle went on for
maybe two and a half weeks, which was surprising,
considering the relative harmlessness of the original
document. Then Hocking and Scheirer began popping up all over the place. On the radio, in The
Washington Times; they even appeared on ABC’s
daytime talk show “The View.”
And they’re in The Washington Post. The Post’s
coverage of their saga is conclusive evidence that the
self-absorbed student press was the key to Hocking
and Scheirer’s success (if you haven’t guessed this yet,
the only real goal of “The Guide” was to attract attention). The article cites “vitriolic student newspaper columnists armed with gleaming vocabularies,” “the spate
of editorials and letters to the school paper” and obsessive student journalists as evidence of what it depicts
as the massive furor resulting from Hocking and

home].
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Do I Look Like [ Could Care?

Deserve to Make Headlines
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R Street tell me.
Caryn Lee, SFS 99

00

Take off all my clothes, except for
tube socks, and run naked down M
Street.
Alexis Sinclair, COL °98
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Lombardi, who said he found out a few days ago the
comment could become a public issue, said he used the term
“to signify someone who’s black who can operate in the white
world.”
“He’s managed to deal with issues of race and ethnicity in

FROM AROUND

a complex society, and he’s done it well,” Lombardi, 55, said

Tuesday, one day after sending Herbert a formal letter of
apology. “Unfortunately, the word also carries some not-sogood meanings. I just picked the wrong shorthand.”
“It was a private party, and you say stupid things in private.
I just kicked myself, as I do when I say something stupid, and
vowed not to do it again,” Lombardi continued.

THE NATION

Last week, Herbert, 54, was named the first black chancel-

lor of the Florida SUS and will be the first in the Southeast. He
will leave his post as president of the University of North
Florida on Monday.
He was out of town and unavailable for comment Tuesday.

© Police Continue Search
For Former
MSU Student

Steve Uhlfelder, a member of the Board of Regents, the 14-

member panel that oversees Florida’s public universities,
said witnesses at the party who asked Lombardi what he
meant by “Oreo” got the answer “black on the outside and
white on the inside.” On Tuesday, Lombardi denied having
said that, just as Uhlfelder expressed concern with Lombardi’s
rationalization of the remark.
“I’ve been pretty reserved until I heard [Lombardi’s] expla-

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, Jan. 14 — Despite air
and aquatic missions to the Red Cedar River, and an army of
volunteers circulating posters and scouring campus and surrounding cities, a 14-day search for a former MSU student continues to
baffle police.
Friends and family remain hopeful that Ryan Getz, who disap-

nation,” said Uhlfelder, who asked Lombardi

peared New Year's Eve, will be found soon, but his father said each

passing day gets tougher.
“We're taking itday to day,” said Ryan’s father, Mike Getz, at his

family’s makeshift headquarters.
“We have to hold on to hope. As days go by we grow more
concerned that something serious has happened.”
Getz wasreported missing whenhe didn’t showup for hisparents’
New Year’s Day dinner. He was last seen when he left a party at
Cedar Village Apartments on New Year’s Eve between 10:30 p.m.
and 11 p.m., said East Lansing Police Lt. Louis Muhn.
Police planto have more divers search the river when water levels
arelow enough. They havealready used dogs, helicoptersand divers
to search along the Red Cedar River.
A$5,000rewardisbeing offered

toaid in findingGetz. Mike Getz

Cieslak said Getz went to a neighbor’s when no one answered the
doorat Erfourth’s. Cieslak said the neighbors told him that a stranger
waswith Getz. Hebelieves Getz followed the unidentified personinto
another apartment.
Both of Getz’s parents, Mike and Pat Getz, also of Lapeer, have
been staying in East Lansing since he was reported missing. They
said that after this week they might try to commute back to Lapeer at
night for the benefit of the rest of their family.

After making attempts to thwart the actions, Pleasant eventually
discussed the matter with Ron Joekel, Phi Delta Kappa’s executive
director. According to the lawsuit, Pleasant said Joekel “did not take

“It’s totally unlike him,” Mike Getz said. “We would have heard

his comments to Whitlatch.
Pleasant said he was fired after reacting to Hyman’s actions the
Saturday before the Labor Day weekend in 1997. When returning

from him on New Year’s Day.”
—Amy Soper, State News

said many tips have come through e-mail, and the search has mainly
focused on tips from students.
“Wehave done lots of foot searching where he was last seen, even
though we’ve gone over the area before,” Mike Getz said.
The 21-year-old lived in Cedar Village while he was a chemical:
engineering student at MSU from the fall of 1994 to the spring of

® Former Employee Sues
Indiana Honors Frat

1997. He transferred
to General Motors Institute in Flint, now called

INDIANA UNIVERSITY, Jan. 14—A former employee of Phi
Delta Kappa is suing the education honorary fraternity for terminating his employment after complaining his supervisor sexually
harassed him.
Thomas Pleasant filed charges in December against Phi Delta
Kappa and Bill Hyman, his former supervisor, for ‘same-sex sexual
harassment, retaliation and wrongful discharge.”
Employed in the Management InformationSystems department,
Pleasant alleges Hyman had been making sexual advances toward
him both in and out of the workplace since late May. The suit cites
examples, such as Hyman allegedly grabbing Pleasant’s buttqcks in
the workplace and making sexually-oriented comments.
This week, Phi Delta Kappa attorney James Whitlatch said the
fratemity denies any wrongdoing.
“We've investigated the charge, and we do not believe that there
is any truth to the validity of Mr. Pleasant’s claims,” Whitlatch said.
Whitlatch said it could take two years before the lawsuit reaches
the court system.
Hyman said he would only speak through his attorney, Bill
Andrews.
“Itisour policy nottocommentonany active litigation,” Andrews
said.

Kettering University, as a mechanical engineering major inthe fall
of 1997.
Mike Cieslak, who was Getz’s roommate last year, said he was

with his friend on New Year’s Eve.Cieslak
said after going tosome
downtown bars with friends, Getz became separated from the group
after he went to find his girlfriend, Lori Erfourth, a junior who lives
in Cedar Village.
Erfourth, who was not home, told police that she did not see Getz
at all that night.
Cieslak said he suspects that Getz was beaten up in Cedar Village
.on his way to his girlfriend’s apartment.
Muhnsaid Getz was involvedinafightatapartyata
Cedar Village
apartment and then he left alone. It is undetermined what the fight
was about or who it was with.
Policehavesearched Getz’scar, which wasleftparkedatafriend’s
place north of Grand River Avenue, Muhn said. Police have also
tracked activity on Getz’s credit cards and bank accounts since his
disappearance and have found none.
“The car was found parked in the same spot,” Muhn said. “There
wasnosignofcriminal activity.... Wehavenoindicationatthis point
that foul play is the reason for his disappearance.”

effective, remedial action to address such conduct.”

“I think it’s a poor situation when you go to the executive director
ofthe building, and you are let go for bringing forth a wrongdoing,”
Pleasant said.
Joekel said he would not comment directly on the case, deferring

to work Tuesday, he was informed his services were no longer

needed by Phi Delta Kappa. Pleasant said he believed the dismissal
to be directly related to the incident because he repeatedly received
compliments by his supervisor and co-workers for his good work.
Pleasant said Phi Delta Kappa claims he was dismissed because
of poor work performance and unexcusedabsences, according tothe
lawsuit.
Pleasant said he filed suit Dec. 22 against Phi Delta Kappa after
months of settlement talks broke down between lawyers on both
sides.
Phi Delta Kappa, which reports its international membership to
be around 130,000 members, is made up of undergraduate student
teachers seeking an education degree or those who already have
undergraduate or graduate degrees in education. Members pay dues
toreceive services from the group, such as educational materials and
information.
—Joel Eskovitz, Indiana Daily Student

® UF President Apologizes
For Racial Remark
UNIVERSITY: OF FLORIDA, Jan. 14 — An offhand racial
comment President John Lombardi made during a private party at
his home Dec. 16 has come back to haunt him.
He now: is struggling to explain just what he meant when he
called newly-elected State University System Chancellor Adam
Herbert an “Oreo.”
:

to write the

apology. “I don’t think it was meant to be complimentary. I
think it’s unfortunate he’s trying to put a positive spin on
something that’s negative.
“If it’s meant to be complimentary, how can it be stupid?”
In his letter to Herbert, Lombardi apologized for “the
inappropriate choice of words [ used” and said the words were
“wrong and do not reflect my true feelings.”
Lombardi went on to say, “All of us have times in our lives

when we say things we regret and wish we could retrieve.”
Uhlfelder expressed concern that Lombardi is not fully
owning up to a “serious mistake.”
“If you make a mistake, and it’s a serious. mistake, you
admit it,” he stressed, adding that Lombardi has not been
asked to resign.
“You don’t try to distort the truth or sugarcoat the truth,”

Uhlfelder said.
Lombardi denied any efforts to put a “positive spin” on the
incident, saying it is impossible to do so.
“It’s pretty straightforward,” he explained. “I said a bad
thing.”
Lombardi already has had an admittedly rocky past with the
Regents, and his future relationship with Herbert, who will

become chancellor on Tuesday, is now a subject for concern.
“Youand]I have worked effectively together over the years,”
Lombardi wrote to Herbert.
“I look forward to supporting your efforts enthusiastically in
the years ahead. I pledge to you that I will work hard to help
you achieve your goals.”

He said Tuesday evening “this certainly doesn’t help” his
future with the Regents.
“Any time | hurt someone I admire is a reason to feel real
bad,” he said.
UF officials also are pondering Lombardi’s future image
and relationship among students and faculty.
“I’m hoping this will not be something that will stick in
people’s minds or cause people to misjudge the kind of
person he is,” said Linda Gray, assistant vice president of
university relations, “his encouragement of diversity has
been amazing.”
—William M. Hartnett and Shannon Colavecchio,
Independent Florida Alligator
—Compiled from the University Wire

there are a variety of industries and business areas you can explore and excel in

You've come this far. Now see how much farther you can go at Capital One — a company whose phenomenal growth is matched only by that of its
employees. We're more than just one of the nation’s largest and fastest growing credit card issuers. Born in and leading the
information age, Capital One is an information-based company that’s bringing powerful ideas, resources, and technology to scientific marketing,
and shaping a variety of existing and emerging industries. There’s no better place for creative, analytical, and ambitious people to be. Then again,

there’s no company quite like Capital One.

We invite you to explore the following opportunities now available at Capital One:

Management Trainee ® Project Manager
Resume drop concludes Wednesday, January 21st at Georgetown University
Career Services or Fax to Dave Ong, Capital One at 804-967-1233.

where one

inspires another

Capital)
We are an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in the workplace.
We promote a drug-free work environment.

For more information, visit our web site at www.capitalone.com
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Waterline Bursts
Under Darnall Hall
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Speak Out!

CORRECTIONS

| & bow ais
lando Gonzalez, a housemate of
Jamal Watson, who informed

COMMEMORATE THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE Roe v: Wade SUPREME COURT DECISION

George Williams of the hate mail
issue.

FLOOD, From Pp. 1
ers repaired the pipe the day after the
flood and water was restored Dec. 28.
A brand-new waterline was then
installed on Monday, Dec. 29. Payant
said concrete was poured Tuesday in
order to fill the hole created by the
repair work.

days to repair them, depending on the

Also, Watson denies ever hav-

weather.
Payant said he expects all of the
construction surrounding Darnall to
be completed by next Tuesday or
Wednesday.
According to Bill Wood, director of

ing received a second envelope.

In addition, there was damage outside Darnall. The area behind Darnall
and the fire steps that run beside the

risk management, total damages from
the flood totaled between $600,000
and $675,000.

building are cordoned off.
According to Payant, four or five
fire steps were chipped from all of the
repair equipment. Concrete will be

Wood said the damage expenses
will be covered by the university insurance policy. “Students will not be
affected financially,” Wood said.

poured on the steps in the next few

In

the

article,

JOIN NARAL AND THE PRO-CHOICE COALITION
ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 20TH, 1998

“Freshmen

Charged in Chadwicks Assault” (Dec. 5 ), the incident

OUTSIDE THE SUPREME

COURT BUILDING / 12:00 NOON

- 1:00 PM

should have been described as
an altercation.
Secondly, according to Oscar
Ludwigson’s deposition to
Metro Police, he was kicked only
once by Peter Carbonara.
And, after further reports, itis
unclear at whom Carbonara allegedly threw his beer.

Leavey Student Center
Namesake Dies at 101

WITNESS WOMEN SHARING THEIR POWERFUL
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES ABOUT ABORTION. SHOW YOUR
SUPPORT FOR A WOMAN'S RIGHT TO CHOOSE.

,

o
Wo

Ka

Be a part of this historic occasion!

Roe #2 Wade

FOR FURHTER INFORMATION PLEASE CALL NARAL, (202) 973-3071 ©

sth
7

Anniversary

* ALTERNATE SITE IN CASE OF INCLEMENT WEATHER: UNITED METHODIST BUILDING
100 MARYLAND AVE., NE, DIRECTLY NORTH OF THE SUPREME COURT BUILDING

Dorothy Leavey (Honorary Degree *88), one of the namesakes of Georgetown

University’s Leavey Center, died Jan. 6 at the age of 101 in her Los Angeles home.
Leavey and her husband, the late Thomas Leavey (LAW ’23, Honorary Degree
’50), created and supervised the Thomasand Dorothy Leavey Foundation, which
funds several undergraduate scholarships. The foundation also funds programs
at Lauinger Library and at the Law Center, as well as the Leavey Chair on
Foundations of American Freedoms in the Government Department.
The university also awarded Mrs. Leavey the President’s Medal in 1983 and
the John Carroll Alumni Award in 1992, in addition to naming her an honorary
member of the Board of Regents.
—Miro Kazakoff

OPEN
January 28

HOUSES!

9-11 AM. and 4-6 PM. & January 30

Hoya
|
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9-11 AM. and 4-6 PM.
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LEARNING
GEORGETOWN

CENTER
UNIVERSITY

There's a place for your child
at the Hoya Kids Learning Center!
The brand new Hoya Kids Learning Center in Poulton Hall
provides high quality, early childhood education and full day care
for your child in a safe, home-like, loving environment.
*Ages 18 months through 5 years.
*Open 7:30 am - 6:00 p.m.
*Degreed, dedicated, and caring staff.
Low child to staff ratio.
Activities specially designed to foster intellectual, emotional,
social and physical development.
Sliding fee scale and family tution assistance available.

Call Hoya Kids Learning Center,
687-7667 for more information.

to

@® Over 75 accredited courses

LLDOoNd HINWNNS

enough

N

@® French Immersion Program

@

Fine Arts Program
@ Advanced Photography and
Web Design Programs
@ Cultural Excursions
For more information, call or write:

The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-2000
102 rue St. Dominique
75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1) 40 62 06 14
Fax (33/1) 40 62 07 17
New York office: Tel. (212) 983-1414

Q,
HILARIOUS!”
=

figs

So...think you're smart

LAER TY
Web site - htt
E-mail - Summer@aup.fr

-Peter Travers, ROLLING

STONE

and

REDEFINE
8

the future?

PSINet is one of the world’s largest and most expe-

communications skills, the ability to handle multi-

rienced Internet service providers and is focused
exclusively on corporate connectivity. As a founder
and award-winning leader in the Internet industry,
we are looking for people to join us to develop tools
and services to allow our customers to take full
advantage of the Internet's awesome power.
Currently, we have the following openings in our

ple deadlines, and the ability to work with a variety
of people. You must be a Junior or Senior currently

corporate headquarters in Herndon, VA.

MANAGERS, PUBLIC
RELATIONS
PSINet has immediate openings for two interns to
function as Managers of Public Relations. These
part-time openings are offered as either paid positions or for college credit. Primary responsibilities
include maintaining/updating editorial calendar

information,

a

contact and

communications, database management, media rela-

tions and media coverage tracking. Successful candidates must have strong interpersonal and group

ON OVER 50

TOP TEN LISTS
INCLUDING:

— Janet Maslin, THE NEW YORK
— Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES
— Joel

Siegel,

GOOD

MORNING

TIMES
TIMES

AMERICA

“FUNNY
AND SMART!”

enrolled in a 4-year communications, public rela-

tions, marketing or journalism degree program.

— Roger Ebert, SISKEL & EBERT

If you are interested in gaining valuable experience

“A TRIUMPH!”

and learning more about the marketing industry,
this is an opportunity you should not pass up!
Please fax your resume to the attention of Nicole
DeBruhl at: (703) 397-5302 or e-mail:
jobs@psi.com.
For information on other opportunities, visit our
Web site at: www. psi.net
We are an equal opportunity employer.

— Gene Shalit,

TODAY,

NBC -TV

“ONE OF ALLEN’S
BEST MOVIES!’
— Gary Arnold, THE WASHINGTON

TIMES

Ml 22cous pling

rear Ty
Ym

Harry Block wrote a bestseller about his best friends.
Now, his best friends are about tobecome his worst enemies.

A Fine Line Features Retease Sweetland Films Presents
a Jean Doumanian Production *Decanstructing Harry”
Casting by Juliet Taylor Costume Designer Suzy Benzinger Editor Susan E. Morse, ACE.

PSHtiet

Production Designer Santo Loquasto

Director of Photography Carlo DiPalma, ALC.

Co-Producer Richard Brick Co-Executive Producers Jack Rollins Charles H. Joffe Letty Aronson
i
FINEL
Executive Producer JE. Beaucairei
Produced by Jean Doumanian
FIRE
ine
[Feasmmm]
DOGRRT Witten and Directed by WOOAY AlIEN
omrminnevaimmtans sive

WASHINGTON, DC
® CINEPLEX ODEON
(202( 333 - Film#792
CINEPLEX
ODEON
OUTER CIRCLE 2

4849 Wisconsin Ave. NW.
(202) 333 - Film#790

MARYLAND
@ CINEPLEX ODEON
RIO CINEMA 14

aon
Gaithersbur
(202)333- Him#780

9811 Washingtonian Ctr

© AMC COURTHOUSE
LAZA 8
Arlington, VA

(703) 998-4AMC
© CINEPLEX
UJEON
7.

www. flf.com

© SONY THEATRES
TYSONS CORNER 8
S00 790-1007
Somenva
(703)
©

ARLINGTON BLVD/

LEE HIGHWAY
MULTIPLEX CINEMA

HAE

© UNITED ARTISTS
(703) 352-4750

(703) 876-1800
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT: NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT COUPONS ACCEPTED.
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Players Not to Blame

rat re rs scm

DISCOUNTED
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NAGLE,
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202332155 00
1071
Spring

Wisconsin Ave., NW - GEORGETOWN

Break

starts

Amazing

(taxes

at

$399

to

Jamica

rates from Washington
Madrid $298
London $258
Frankfurt $278
Rome
$383
not incl., based on
New
Orleans $178
Orlando
$208
Chicago $136

Boston

http:/peacefrogstravel.com

&

Cancun

’

to:

Undersized GU
Upsets Nova

avail.)

$96

TRAVEL

VILLANOVA, From ». 8
beaten on the glass (35-30) and outscored
in the paint (38-26) by a small Hoya team.
Georgetown’s lack of size stems from a
pair of injuries to two of its centers —
senior Jahidi White and freshman Ruben
Boumtje Boumtje. Without their services,
the Hoyas have just one player over 6-foot7 — Watkins — on the roster. Georgetown is also missing its starting shooting
guard, sophomore Shernard Long, who
has been suspended for academic reasons.
Consequently, the Hoyas have just eight
scholarship players and two walk-ons on
the roster. In fact, junior walk-on Dean
Berry is starting in lieu of Long.
Georgetown returns to action Saturday
afternoon when they travel to Connecticut
to face the No. 10 Huskies.

WITH THE FROG

e-mail:peacefrogstravel@mindspring.com

HOUSING?

6 weeks,

6 credits, about $2,400 including tuition, room

Term 1: May 26-July 2 « Term 2: July 6-August 14
www.summer.hawaii.edu
« toll-free1 (800)

Get The Best
House/Apartment Now...
Before The Lottery

862-6628
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Coaches, parents, and teachers should

not coddle young star athletes.
ing pros should pay for their
oneshouldexpect anyone to be
because they are famous. And
stop whining.

GUs Chambers
Nets 18 in Loss
WOMEN’S HOOPS, From p. 8
Tanya Mrdjen, who came off the
bench to give 28 quality minutes.
- Going two for three from the field
and 10 for 10 from the free-throw
line, Mrdjen added 14 points and
grabbed a game-high 13 rebounds
for the Red Storm. Junior forward
Adrijana Bedalov added 13 points
for the Red Storm.
©
Georgetown was led by Chambers who finished with 18 points,

14 in the second half. Chambers
also led the team in rebounds with
eight, three on the offensive end.

Tesha Nixon added 16 points and
six boards, and Sylita Thomas scored
15 and grabbed seven rebounds.
Senior guard Kim Gallon also
made double digits for the Hoyas
with 11 points, but struggled from

Overall, the Hoyas shot 41 per-

cent from the field compared to 44
percent for the Red Storm and were
outrebounded 38-31.
Another glaring distinction between the two teams Wednesday
was free throws. St John’s took 34
trips to the line, while Georgetown
only took 17 free throws.
The loss drops the Hoyas’ record
to 5-9 overall, 2-5 in Big East play.
Georgetown’s next challenge will
be at Providerice Sunday at 2 p.m.

| GAIN STRENGTH IN NUMBERS AT GW
Position yourself for a successful professional career with one of
GW’s gradua.e programs in accounting and taxation.

. Master of Science

(40 credit hrs)

in Professional Accounting

(30 credit hrs)

o Master of Taxation (46 credit hrs)
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Ideal preparation for professional careers in public account-
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Ponder a mystery.
+ Accountancy programs provide background preparation for
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+ Small sections with highly experienced faculty
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someone would be paying attention because the money would be gone. Arenas
would be empty, ESPN would go off the
air and unsold merchandise would be
rotting in warehouses.
The only thing wrong with professional
sports these days is the people who watch
them. The leagues give the people what
they want to see. Though ticket prices are
high, the public still forks the money over.
Pro sports cannot be to blame for the fact
that it is such a success.
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If you care about providing good role
‘models forkids, doit yourself. Kids should
not be looking at athletes, but at parents,
teachers and older siblings as their role
models. If kids wanted to be teachers,
doctors and lawyers rather than basketball
players, they would probably
be better off.
Not only did these athletes not ask to be
role models, they never did anything to
deserve to be role models. Role models
become role models because of what they
do, and not who they are.
If you still feel so strongly about the
evils of professional sports and athletes,
do something about it. Stop complaining
and just stop caring. If people really were
so fed up with sports as they are now,
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Mid-Season Report: Roster Reduced to Eight Scholarship Players

bounding deficit. The Red Storm, despite
shooting a minuscule 39.7 percent, man-

aged to outrebound the Hoyas 43-38 and
held on for a 66-60 win.
Fortunately for Georgetown, its smaller

players are good on the glass. At only 6foot-6, Kilpatrick is the team’s leading
boardsman at 6.6 per game. Even 5-foot10 point guard Kenny Brunner gets into

town Dec. 3 in a 73-69 loss to Villanova,

asthe Hoyas shota woeful 36.4 percent for
the game and went 6-for-16 inthe decisive
second half. Three days later at Miami, the
Hoyas were even worse — they made a
paltry 35.3 percent of their foul shots en
route to a 66-56 defeat.

the act with a 3.7 average. But without

White’s looming presence drawing extra
defensive attention, it may be harder for

the smaller Hoyas to rebound at the same
pace. And if the Hoyas cannot find a way
to keep up their dominance of the glass,
they could be in trouble.
3) Get the Ball to Kenny Brunner
In just his first season, Brunner has
established himself as Georgetown’s offensive catalyst. Quick and aggressive
with the ball, he has a knack for getting
intothelane—andthe upperbody strength
to finish once he gets there. He is the
Hoyas’ second-leading scorer and can create his own shot at any time.
More importantly, when Brunner is

ginia loss, the Mountaineers

shot 52.6

percent for game— including a blistering

best in the open court. Brunner can get
down

So,arethe Hoyas doomed to watch their

season tank at the line? Not necessarily.
Monday night, they were brilliant, knocking down 19 of 24 shots.
But whether that number is the start of

7) Get Out and Run

An athletic team, Georgetown is at its

while

And they will need to, because their

half-court offense is anemic. After three
years of watching Allen Iverson and
Victor Page, the Hoyas sometimes look

And Miami

is the top vote-getting team

not to be in the national rankings.
Georgetown has played or will play

all of those teams by the end of the
season — something that will reflect
favorably on them come tournament
time. Of course, the Hoyas need to win

some of those games. They have already
split with

West

Virginia

and

lost to

they lack a true interior scorer. And
without any outside shooting to speak
of, they are unable to punish opponents

Georgetown look better. Taken asa whole,

who zone them.

the major tool of the NCAA Tournament
selection committee. Individually, three

for the Hoyas, it is sink or swim.

lost in half-court

sets.

Minus

White,

the league is ranked No. 2 by the allimportant Ratings Percentage Index —

.Georgetown’sability
to fastbreak comes
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During Georgetown’s best stretch of the
season — a three-game tear vs. Southern
University of New Orleans,
West Virginia and Providence — Brunner averaged 10.7 points and 7.7 assists and was
particularly effective against the Moun-

Big Eastteamsare currently inthe Top 25:
Connecticut, Syracuseand West Virginia.

Miami. How they fare in the upcoming
weeks will determine their postseason
fate.
They will have their work cut out for
them. A rising tide may raise all boats,
but it can sink them just as easily. And

playing well, the Hoyas tend to follow.

Flexible hours

Few blocks from campus
Part-time hours / Full-time pay
Casual working atmosphere
$100 Signing Bonus
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taineers, with 15 points, eight assists, four

SYRACUSE

rebounds and four steals. For his efforts,
he was named the Big East Rookie of the

Ale

Week.
4) ...While He Gets the Ball Back to

Them
Unlike some point guards who have
come through the Hilltop, Brunner looks

MM,

SUMMER

for his teammates. In fact, he isthe leading

assist man in the Big East with 8.1 per
game. Brunner distributes best in the open
court and on drive-and-dish plays — although Georgetown’s sorry three-point
shooting prevents kickouts. To maximize

ABROAD

Asia * Africa * Europe

Brunner’s abilities, the Hoyas must move

toopen spaceand beready forapassatany
moment.
Brunner, for his part, needs to stay in
control. Sometimes, his youth and aggres-

downtotwo variables: defensive rebounds
and turnovers. Right now, the Hoyas are
forcing about 20 turnovers a game; and if
they can get transition scores from even
half of those opportunities, they’ll be in
good shape. But they must also prevent
second-chance opportunities, or else all
their hard work on defense will be for
naught.
8) Hope That a Rising Tide Raises All
Boats
The Big East is unexpectedly good this
year. And an improved Big East makes

Aw,

Kilpatrck and junior swingman Daymond
Jacksonare excellent finishers onthe break.
With injuries and suspensions forcing
Thompson to employ a three- and sometimes four-guard lineup, the Hoyas should
be able to outrun opponents in transition.

“17-for-27 in the second half — and over-

camea 38-33 halftime deficit to win going
away.
The lesson is clear: If the Hoyas cannot
stop people, they are finished because
opponents can certainly stop them.

the floor in a hurry,

Xx

a new trend or a statistical anomaly remains to be seen.
6) Keep the Clamps On
Georgetown’sdefenseistypically solid.
The Hoyas lead the Big East in scoring
defense at 60.1 points per game and are
second in field-goal-percentage defense,
holding opponents to a 35.8-percent clip.
Those numbers are crucial — because
‘witha largely toothless offense, the Hoyas
have to stymie opponents. In games where
. opponents have shot less than 37 percent,
the Hoyas are 6-2. But in games where
opponents shot better than that figure,
Georgetown is just 3-3. In the West Vir-

last in the conference. And that won’t do.
For starters, roster woes have reduced the
Hoyas to a collection of guards and slashers whose outside shooting is questionable. Thus, Hoyas have no choice but to
get their points in traffic—and get fouled
in the process. In addition, Georgetown is
already a low-scoring team, averaging
64.9 points per game.
Moral: The Hoyas cannot afford to pass
up any easy points.
When they do, the results are disastrous. Poor foul shooting sunk George-

* pH

MID-SEASON, From p. 8
That much
was obvious in
Georgetown’s Dec. 31 upset of then No.
22 West Virginia, where the Hoyas held a
whopping 51-30 rebounding advantage.
By contrast, Georgetown’s tough loss to
St. John’s— the Hoyas’ first game without White — was largely due to a re-

South America ¢ Australia

.

Internships * Academic Programs * Traveling Seminars

siveness get the better of him, and he ends

up in the air with nowhere to go. Brunner
is also averaging 4.1 turnovers per game

For information contact: Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
1800025129674 ¢ DIPAsum@suadmin.syr.edu

— a number he has to cut down.
5) Take Advantage of Charity
Georgetown is shooting just 58.1 percent from the foul line this season—dead

Classifieds
ager, James & Hoffman, 1146 19th St.,
N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C.20036
or fax to (202) 496-0555.

CHILDCARE:

Georgetown family needs responsible,
funloving person for part-time afterschool childcare for two girls, 9 and
12. Must be available Monday 3:006:30 pm AND Friday 2:00-6:30 pm.
Other weekdays available if interested. Duties: drive to after school
activities (car provided), and sports,
homework and general after-school
supervision. Childcare experience,
recent reference, excellent driving
record essential. Household includes
2 large dogs, 1 cat. $9.00 per hour.
Possible summer employment also.
Please call Morgan (w)202-429-6219

or (h)202-337-0558 (eve).
CHILDCARE -for bright 10 years old,
pick up from school and help with homework, Monday, Tuesday, Wednsday,
Thursday @ 3:00 p.m. Metro accessible,

$9 an hour. Call 202-362-2380 Today!

WINDOWS

ADMINISTRATOR

WANTED! - Work-study job providing
- Windows support to GICCS, a Georgetown institute studying brain function.
Windows expertise required. Candidates
must be responsible and hardworking.
Call 687-2878 and ask for Ric or email:

ric@giccs.ggorgetown.edu
ANNOUNCING!

CRUISE

SHIPS

NOW HIRING!! -$2600/mo potential.
Seasonal/Fulltime. Callnow! (614) 261-

1853. Free Gift
AVOID SCAMS AND BECOME A
FASHION MODEL - For INFO. 703318-2128.

INVESTING INTERSHIPS -107 yearold Wall Street firm looking for bright,
motivated students for fall-spring
interships. Please call Bob between 8:009:00 AM at (202)333-6200, or fax resume to 333-4066.

HOURS - Washington's most

prominent legal recruitment firm seeks
part-time (15-20 hours per week) employee for challenging and interesting
work. Opportunity to tailor hours to individual schedules, must haves trong interpersonal and telephone skills and enjoy
varying personality types. Unique opportunity to learn about major D.C. law firms
and corporations from the "inside" Interested and qualified individuals may respond by fax or letter (and resume) to:
Susan C. Miller Associates, Inc. 1090
Vermont Avenue, N.W., Suite 800 Washington, D.C. 20005 fax 202-898-1915

IMMEDIATE

OFF

BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES,
ALL SPRINGBEAK - locations.
Florida, Cancun, etc. from $89, regiser
your group or be our Campus Rep. Inter-

campus

tial. Please send resume to Office Man-

programs

800-327-6013

www.icpt.com

AVAILABLENew

APARTMENTS
Arlington/l

Renovation,

GREAT

Bdrm.
LOCA-

TION!!!, Brand New Washer & Dryer,
Frost Free Refrigerator, Self Cleaning
Oven, CAC, Wood Floor, Parking
Availlable, Pet Friendly $850 KEENER

This Space

HOUSING

202-328-6544 or (202) 219-7222, ext.
2302

SERVICES
HTTP:/WWW.CHOICEMAIL.
COM/YOYOCITY - Click here for
the coolest yoyos in cyberspace. Get
your birthday and Christmas gifts here.
Get one for yourself. Check it out.
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3803 for
current listings.

FREE

CASH GRANTS! - College.
Scholarships. Medical bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G3803.

FOR RENT
UNFURNISHED

CAMPUS

BURLEITH - Great group house, maintained in top condition, near campus.
Room for up to six. 1907 37 th Street.
Rent $2,500.00 plus utilities. Two fully
equipped kitchens, two baths, dishwasher, washer and dryer, garage, brick
patio, and airconditioning. Available 6/
1 or 9/1. Call Stephen Lee (landlord) at

- Rapidly

growing telecommunications company
seeking motivated individual to support
Vice President of Global Sales in the
development of European Business Units.
Candidates must be proactive, analytical, and computer literate. Fax resume to
John Schoder at (202) 496-1109.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST-D.C.
law firm seeks part-time receptionist for
immediate opening, Monday through Friday fom approximately 4:00pm to 6:30pm.
Salary $8 - $10 per hour. Responsibilities
include answering all incoming calls,
greeting clients, sending and distributing
faxes, coordinating incoming/outgoing
deliveries, and other miscellaneous office tasks. Pleasantphone manner essen-

OPENING

745-5691.

vation, GREAT LOCATION!!! Brand
New Washer & Dryer, Frost Free Refrigerator, Self Cleaning Oven, Microwave, CAC, Wood Floor, Balcony; Pet
Friendly $1075 KEENER MANAGEMENT
(202)
745-5691.
-Dupont/1743 P ST. N.W./Bright 3
Bdrm., 2 BA. Great Location, High
Ceilings, Washer & Dryer, CAC, Dishwasher, Wood FLR., NO PETS, $1750
KEENER MANAGEMNT (202) 7455691

PART-TIME/LUCRATIVE/MAKE

OWN

(202)

- Arlington/2 Bdrm., 2 BA. New Reno-

RH

AFTERNOON

‘MANAGEMENT

MCT

EMPLOYMENT

IF YOU

OR

SOMEONE

you

care

about has an eating disorder, please
call for help. Judith Asner, LCSW. (301)
654-3211. Confidential, metro accessible.

Also available at:

Could Be YOURS!

(TROT

Call (202) 687-3947, fax to (202) 687-2741,

or stop by Leavey 421

For

a location

near

yo
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By Patrick HRuBY

Hoya Starr. WRITER

atrell Sprewell represents everything that is evil in
sports,” you tell me. “Mo Vaughn’s recent drunkdriving episode has shattered my beliefin professional
athletes,” someone else laments.
“Charles Barkley, Dennis Rodman, Wil Cordero, Juwan

Howard — what sort of role models are these guys for our
kids?” they beg of me.
For years I have heard it from you. Pro athletes make too
much money. They do not respect authority. They think they
are above the law and they are setting bad examples for their
impressionable young fans. Add that tickets, parking and
concessions are so expensive
you cannot even afford to go to

JOHN
NAGLE

the games, and you have had

enough.
Well, I have thought long
and hard about what everyone
has been saying, and | have a
In the Scrum
message for all the complainers: Shut up!
Who really cares about these
people and their personal habits? What has made athletes
rolemodelsinoursociety? Who
=
teaches children to emulate everything et
ons athletes do?
No one holds up rock stars or actors as role models to
children. They are entertainers, not teachers. It is time we
realized athletes are no different.
Like rock stars and actors, athletes are wealthy. Athletes

enjoy special privileges. They have groupies, entourages and
often seem to be above the law.
Like the average person, many of them like to have a good
time. They go out to nightclubs and bars, maybe have a few
drinks, maybe go home with a girl.
Sometimes they do stupid things. Sometimes they endanger their lives and the lives of others by driving drunk.

Sometimes they harm their bodies by taking drugs. Sometimes they. are unfaithful to their wives.
Most of them have never seen so much money in their lives
and simply do not know how to deal with it. Blinded by fame
and perhaps an overly permissive upbringing due to their
athletic ability, they suddenly find themselves in trouble.
Certainly their behavior should not be excused. Just like
everyone else, they should be subject to the law, and if they do
the crime, they should do the time. Too often this is not the

case. Thatisa fault of society, not a failing of the sports world.
Morality is not the area of expertise of the professional

athlete. These men did not make it to the top of their sports
because they were moral people. The same goes in almost
every field. None of this is a recent development.
The only recent development is the advent of a scandaldriven, sensational media, always looking to dig up dirt.
What was once relegated to gossip and rumor has become
front-page news. Our heroes were never perfect, we just did

not know about it.
Mickey Mantle and Babe Ruth were alcoholics. Ty Cobb
was an abusive bigot and all-around jerk. The only difference
was in those days, the journalists were just as starstruck as the
rest of America;

they would rather be Mantle’s drinking

buddy than expose him to his adoring public.
Today we live in a society that thrives on tearing people
down. Noone is immune. Politicians, athletes, Kennedys—

ifyouare inthe public eye, you had better expect scrutiny and
loss of privacy. In general, this sort of investigative reporting
is a change for the better, but it has taken idealism as a
casualty of war.

Stop blaming athletes for being human. Accept them for
what they are. They are mortal. They are also individuals. We
cannot excuse the behavior of one because he is part of a
group.
By the same token, we cannot generalize about the character of a group because of an individual.
Sports do not make people do stupid things. Nor does
society. People are quite capable of making mistakes on their
own, and they frequently do:
Enjoy the games as entertainment. There is no other reason
to care about them. The quality of play, the athleticism on
display and the high level of competition are better than ever,
despite what your grandparents may want you to believe.
See NAGLE,

pr. 6

Jahidi White’s ankle has taken a turn
for the worse.
The Georgetown men’s basketball team
can only hope its season doesn’t follow
suit.
The Hoyas suffered a major setback last
week when the senior center twisted his
left ankle at the end of Thursday’s practice, breaking the distal medial malleous
bone. White — the Hoyas’ leading
rebounder, shot blocker and inside pres-

ence — underwent surgery on the ankle
Jan. 10 and will in all probability miss the
remainder of the season.
His injury compounds an already precarious roster situation. On the same day

White was hurt, sophomore Shernard Long
— the Hoyas’ starting shooting guard —
was suspended for academic reasons.
Meanwhile, Long’s classmate and
backcourt partner, Ed Sheffey, continues
to serve his own suspension following his
arrest last August. And freshman center

Ruben Boumtje Boumtje may be out foras
much as a month with a broken bone in his
left wrist.
As a result, Georgetown enters the second half of an up-for-grabs season with
just eight scholarship players and two
walk-ons. Adding insult to injuries, the
piecemeal Hoyas face an uphill battle
against a much-improved Big East conference — including games against No.
10 Connecticut and No. 15 Syracuse.
Combine the roster losses with the
strength of schedule,and Georgetown faces

a daunting road to post-season play. But
not an impossible one.
Last year, the Hoyas were in a similar
predicament. Left for dead after a 4-6
conference start, Georgetown scoreda stunning 78-67 upset over then-No. 14
Villanova. Buoyed by the win, the Hoyas
went on to win seven of their final eight
conference games, capture the Big East
Seven title and secure a NCAA Tournament berth.
Monday night, undermanned Georgetown notched a 67-61 upset win over —
guess who? — Villanova. Can history
repeat itself? Perhaps. But if the Hoyas
harbor any hopes of NCAA or NIT play,
they have to ...
1) Fill the Hole in the Middle
White will be missed. A big, intimidat-

ing presence on an otherwise smallish
frontline, he came into this season in the
best shape of his life — and it showed.
Averaging 10.5 points, a team-high 8.3
rebounds and over two blocks per game,
he was having a career year. Occasionally,
White was even dominant — he physically manhandled Wake Forest’s heralded
Loren Woods, and hung 14 points, 10
reboundsand fourblocks on Providence in
what would be his final game.
The onus is on Georgetown’s amended
front line—senior team captain Boubacar
Awandjuniors Trez Kilpatrick and Jameel
Watkins — to pick up the slack.
The Hoyas” best defender, Aw will now
be asked to score as well. In doing so, he

must make a difficult adjustment
— from
getting his points in transition and on putbacks to becoming a legitimate back-tothe-basket threat. However, the early re-

turns are encouraging. Against Villanova,
Aw showcased a fadeaway jumper and
scored a season-high 14 points.
Georgetown can count on Kilpatrick for
offense—the transfer swingman leads the
team in scoring at 12.9 points per game.
And White’s absence creates interior space
that could actually benefit Kilpatrick’s
slashing style. But by the same token,
Kilpatrick can count on opponents giving
him greater defensive attention.
The real question mark is Watkins.
Inexperienced and unpolished, he has potential but is racked by inconsistency. For
wit: In Georgetown’s victory over West
Virginia, he posted 10pointsand 16 boards;
in Georgetown’s loss to St. John’s, he
made no points, just 4 rebounds and was
outplayed by his Red Storm counterpart,
Zendon Hamilton.
2) Crash the Boards

Interior scoring is not the Hoyas’ only
area of concern. Sans White — and his
understudy, Boumtje Boumtje—the Hoya
frontline is woefully undersized. In fact,
the 6-foot-10 Watkins is the only player
over 6-foot-7. And without much height
up front, the Hoyas may see one of their
major strengths to this point — rebounding — vanish.

As of Jan. 12, Georgetown led the Big
East in rebounding with 46.6 boards per
game. And as a poor-shooting team —
Georgetownis hitting on only 44.8 percent
ofits field goal attempts—the Hoyas need
all the rebounds they can get.
See MID-SEASON, p. 7

By Patrick HRuBY
Say this much for the Georgetown men’s basketball team:
They learn from their mistakes.

Just over a month after horrid 8-for-22 foul shooting cost
Georgetown dearly ina Dec. 3 homelossto Villanova,
the Hoyas
rode the charity stripe to 67-61 upset victory over those same
Wildcats, Monday night at the CoreStates Center.

The win puts Georgetown at 9-5 on the year, 3-4 in the Big
East.

The last time these teams met, Georgetown strangled itself by
hitting 36.4 percent of its foul shots. In this game, the Hoyas shot
at a vastly improved 79.2-percent mark. And down the stretch,
foul shots proved decisive.

After the two clubs battled to a 52-52 tie with 4:40 to go,
Georgetown’s cool efficiency atthe line took center stage. Led by
junior swingman Trez Kilpatrick and freshman guard Kenny
Brunner, the Hoyas hit seven of their last nine free throws and
pulled away from the stunned Wildcats. Kilpatrick was particularly effective down the stretch, netting nine ofhis career-high 19

By ALex

Like many other games this season, it was a case of too
little, too late for the Georgetown women’s basketball team
as the squad lost 69-66 to St. John’s Wednesday night in
N.Y.

‘The Hoyas struggled early, as the Red Storm jumped out
to a 26-8 advantage at the 9:45 mark of the first half after
a jumper by LaTricia Gunnels.
However, Georgetown got it together in the latter part of
the half as junior guard Melba Chambers and junior forward Sylita Thomas came off the bench and got immediate
results. Chambers and Thomas scored four and five points
in the half, respectively, leading a 7-0 Hoya run that cut the
Red Storm lead to 33-20 heading into halftime.
Georgetown continued to claw back in the second half,

with a Chambers layup cutting St. John’s lead to 49-45 with
nine minutes remaining in the game.
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Starting Gun Fires on Indoor Season
Bonbpoc

with an 11-4 run of its own

after calling a 20-second timeout, and its lead was back to
11 with 5:36 remaining. The crucial St. John’s surge was
highlighted by a three-pointer from senior guard Anne
Jones, who led all scorers with 20 points. Jones only missed
two shots all evening, going a perfect 4 for 4 from beyond
the arc and 8 for 8 from the free-throw line, including
several key baskets from the charity stripe down thestretch
to seal the win.
The Hoyas were trailing by only five after Chambers hit
another jumper, but from there the Red Storm made all of
its free throws, and St. John’s came away with the win.
In addition to Jones, St. John’s was led by sophomore forward
See WOMEN’S HOOPS, ». 6

“There

While the rest of the student body
was still enjoying the last few days
of winter break, the Georgetown track

and field team was back to business
as usual. Last Saturday, both the
men’s and women’s teams competed
in their first indoor meet of the season, the Father Diamond Memorial
Track Meet, at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va.

As an individual competition with
no team score, the meet was used
mainly as a practice event for the
indoor season.
“The team just wanted to shake it
out and get back into things,” Head
Coach Frank Gagliano said. “We
haven’t run on an indoor track in a
year, so we needed to get used to
running on one.”
“The meet was supposed to be fun
and

low-key,

but

still

Enstice, who took the victory in the

the break,” Gagliano said.

Hoya StaFF WRITER

Hoya Starr WRITER

The Red Storm rebounded

When the Wildcats took their final lead of the game, 53-52,

on a free throw from John Celestand, Kilpatrick responded
with five straight points. When the Wildcats cut the Hoya
lead to one at 57-56, he took a feed from Brunner and made
it 59-56. And with just 30 seconds left, Kilpatrick stepped in
front of a pass by the Wildcats” Howard Brown, then calmly
nailed a pair of free throws to put the game away.
He was helped by a season-best effort from senior captain
Boubacar Aw. Playing inspired ball, Aw scored 14 points
and grabbed a game-high 10 rebounds. More importantly, he
teamed with junior center Jameel Watkins to shut down
Wildcat center Rafel Bigus. The 7-foot-1 Bigus hurt the
Hoyas in December; Monday, he was woefully ineffective—
eight points, four rebounds and four fouls in just 26 minutes
of playing time.
Bigus’ absence gave Aw and Kilpatrick room to operate in
the paint, where the Hoyas dominated. The Wildcats were
SEE VILLANOVA, P. 6

INDOOR TRACK & FIELD

By MicHAEL MEebici

Jamaica,

Over Winter Break

points on‘a variety of foul shots and twisting layups.
Every time Villanova got close, Kilpatrick had an answer.

Hoya Starr WRITER

Georgetown’s Struggles Continue

GRAHAM

Men's Basketball

Shorthanded, GU Upsets ’Nova

Women’s Hoops: St. JoHN’s 69, GU 66

Senior forward Tesha Nixon and the Hoyas are 5-9
overall after a 66-63 loss to St. John's Wednesday.

Keren MoscovitcH/ THE Hoy.

Freshman guard Kenny Brunner (right) and the Hoyas flew Bast Southern Dec. 29 by a score of 85-48.

important,”

Associate Coach Ron Helmer said.
“It’s the beginning of preparation
for things to come.”
Both Gagliano and Helmer said
they were pleased with the team’s
performance, and were quick to cite
several performances.
“Everyone ran well, jumped well,
and threw well for the first meet of
the season and having just come off

were

some

good

teams

there including George Mason, the
defending [Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference] champion,” Helmer
said. “And I think that we compared
pretty favorably to them.”
On the men’s side, Gagliano cited
sophomore France Davis, who finished second in both the high jump
and long jump with marks of 2.03
and 7.6 meters, respectively.

Gagliano also commented on the
showings of freshman Josh Rollins
and junior Tim Brennan. Rollins finished fourth in the triple jump, setting a personal record with a distance of 14.68 meters. Brennan the
“won the 800-meter race with a time

of 1:54.43
On

the

women's

team,

junior

Julian Reynolds won the 500 meters.
In the same event during her freshman year, Reynolds placed third at
the NCAA Indoor Championships.
Senior Marcella Goodrum won the
20-pound weight throw with a
school-record distance of 14.16
meters,

while

senior

Michelle

Muething won the 1,000-meter race
in
2:50.14 against what Helmer
called a “difficult field.”
Helmer also said he was particularly impressed with freshman Emily

3,000 with a time of 10:22.36.
“She didn’t win with a great time,
but

as a freshman,

she

put

forth

a

great competitive effort,” he said.
However, both coaches said they
were not as concerned with individual wins as they were with their
team’s effort and showing.
“The team is at a point in the
season when we are focused more on

development and training,” Helmer
said. “We’re looking mostly for a
strong effort and to go forward.”
“Overall, we just needed to get
back into competition and to' continue to train hard,” Gagliano said.
“We have a very good track team
because we are incredibly well
rounded. We want to be ready for the
Big East and the NCAAs.”
This weekend, the Hoyas travel to
New Brunswick, N.J., for another
non-scoring indoor meet at Rutgers.
“There will be no significant
changes this weekend,” Helmer said.
“A few runners who went to George
Mason will stay home, and others
will get their first chance to compete. It is just another chance to get
a lot of people involved ... Also, the
other teams that will be at Rutgers
are all strong in certain

should be a .good meet.”
'
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‘Fallen’: Rising Star
By KATHLEEN O’BRIEN
Hoya StaFF WRITER

You have been there before
B — you're watching a movie
witha great actor. He’s looking
good, walking around, smiling and frowning and doing his acting thing. All of a
sudden, you begin to realize that his character, the hero ofthe movie, is an idiot.

to know a lot about the situation. However, instead of making her to talk to him,

Hobbes walks away when she politely
asks him to leave. What kind of detective
is he? He doesn’t even force the issue.
Now, [ don’t know about you, but if| was
being stalked by a demenic spirit, and

put to death, another body is found, mur-

response
needs to
peatedly
the night

audience realizes that the gas chamber is

not powerful enough to stop the forces of
evil. A nasty fallen angel is among them,
and its main goal is to get to Hobbes and
punish him for his good behavior.
The demon is rather amusing and intelligent, and it loves to sing; especially
the Rolling Stones tune, “Time Is On
My Side.” Most terrifying of all, though,
is the fact that the demon passes from
person to person by touch. You never
know when an average person is going
to become possessed by a serial-killing

fallen angel. That makes for a fairly
terrifying movie. Unfortunately, for a
while the people in the movie don’t
seem to be as freaked out by the possibility as the audience is.
Now, I don’t know about you, but ifa
spirit was passing from person to person,
including your nephew, and threatening
you, wouldn’t you get a bit freaked?

Wouldn’t you begin sweating a little?
Maybe feel a little nervous?
Hobbes seems to take these developments calmly. He does not tell his partner,
Jonesy, who is played solidly by John

COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. PICTURES

instance, the daughter of'a policeman who
committed suicide 30 years before seems

This, unfortunately, happens numerous
times in Denzel Washington’s latest
movie, “Fallen.” Washington plays John
Hobbes, a big-city detective who is responsible and conscientious. In the beginning, we see him as he prepares for the
execution of a murderer he initially put
behind bars. The night after the criminal is
dered in a manner remarkably similar to
the one used by the late killer. Slowly, the

Denzel Washington (left) stars with John Goodman (right) in ‘Fallen,’ a suspenseful film about the wrath of an evil fallen angel.

Goodman, about the creepy stuff that’s
happening. He doesn’t push people for
information about what’s going on. For

people knew something about that demonic spirit, I wouldn’t leave until they

spilled their guts.
Hobbes just is not a good detective.
Granted, it’s not every day that a 2,000year-old demon harasses you, but his

isnot very intelligent. He really
get scared when someone recalls his house in the middle of
from the scene ofa murder. He

really needs to get scared when a couple

of murders have freakily similar details
that cannot be explained. For that matter,

the entire police department needs to be
scared.
The first half of the movie frustrates,

even though the acting performances are
good. Donald Sutherland has a strong
presence as the police chief who begins to

suspect Hobbes himself of the murder
spree. The rest of the supporting cast is
adequate, and as the evil angel decides to
wreak more havoc, the movie begins to

take off.
Finally,
in the second halfofthe movie,

Hobbes begins to realize he should be
scared.

As

he plots to trap the fallen

angel, the rattling movie achieves an
intellectual state of fright, in much the
same genre as Brad Pitt’s “Seven.” Al-

though not as good as that chilling 1995
movie,

it is bone-chilling

and

intelli-

gent. It also has a great ending. The
second half of the movie makes up for
the slow-witted characters and it will
scare you silly.

Poor Acting, Inept-Screenplay Qualify “Hard Rain’ as a Washout
By KELLY KARSNER
Hova STAFF WRITER

_

Inan attempt at yet another
B suspenseful action movie
a about terrible weather, director Mikael Salomon brings us “Hard
Rain.” A rainstorm is not as dramatic as
“Twister,” nor is “Hard Rain” as inter-

esting as the weather channel. “Hard
Rain” is set in the quiet little town of
Huntingsboro, which will never be the
same. In its forecast are foul play, larceny, murder and ... rain. Lots of it.
The town is taken by a storm of bad
luck.

When

the

movie

begins,

Huntingsboro’s citizens have already
been evacuated in the anticipation ofa
hard rainstorm. To begin the series of
unrealistic plot twists, enter two armored
truck

drivers,

Tom

(Christian

Slater)

and his Uncle Charley, who are robbed
by a motley crew of bank robbers, led by
the placid, aging Jim (Morgan Freeman). Abandoned by the National Guard
and with Uncle Charley shot to death,

Slater is left to hide the money on his
own. His only ally is Karen, (Minnie
Driver) a church maintenance worker
who, for no apparent reason, has refused

of “Jaws.” Because the music never culminates in anything shocking or even
interesting, itquickly becomes repetitious
and annoying.
Going to the movies this weekend
may be a good idea — just see something else. Screenwriter Graham Yost is
apparently unable to decide which kind

to be evacuated. Like most of “Hard
Rain’s” other characters, she contributes nothing to the movie.
In a weak and seemingly disjointed
series of events,

Driver’s

Slater, shadowed

useless character,

by

struggles

against the bank robbers, a corrupt sher-

iff, and ... oh yeah, lousy weather. “Hard
Rain,” with its pathetic excuse for a
plotline, focuses on wild and seemingly
aimless bravado — apparently nobody
can find anything better to do on a rainy
day.

of movie he wanted to do, a movie about

a disastrous rainstorm, or about a good
guy’s struggle to outsmart bank robbers. The combination of the two should
never have been attempted.
The two unrelated scenarios are weak

;

The audience might expect this “hard

and detract attention from each other.
“Hard Rain” is so without direction or
substance that it cannot even be classified
as any particular type of movie. Rather, it
isa halfhearted attempt at many plot types
— comedy, romance, action and mystery
— that fails on all counts.

rain,” for which the movie is named, to

have some significance in the movie, but
it doesn’t. The plot of the movie is completely unrelated to the rainstorm. Rather,
itisa corny, pointless and unrealistic good
vs. bad scenario. This bizarre saga, for
some unknown reason, just happens to
take place in the middle of a hard rain.
Although the destruction caused by the
storm reaches ridiculous proportions —
enormous fires somehow burnin the midst
of floods several hundred feet deep—it is
a wasted effort, an almost unnecessary
detail to which the characters pay little
attention. The soundtrack is also disappointing— ‘suspense music’ reminiscent

The characters’ actions, although ex-

treme, are executed without any eniotion
atall. The demeanor ofthe actors in “Hard
Rain,” much like the plot itself, is com-

pletely unrealistic. Slaterand Driver should
not expectany Academy Awards for ‘Hard
Rain.” Their talent, as well as the
audience’s time, is better spent somewhere else.

COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Christian Slater (left) and Ed Asner (right) battle through treacherous flood waters and villainous opportunists in ‘Hard Rain.’

New Film ‘Wag’ Flops Fat Debut Samples Contemporary Sound
Spreciar 10 THE Hoya

Praised, puffed and —

in the eyes of many crit~ ics—predicted to be one
of the year’s most striking new
“smart” comedies, “Wag the Dog”
falls somewhat short of its preemptive praises. With a transpar-

label. After last year’s release of Drill, the

label proves it can do what it promises:
deviate. Fat is neither overwhelmingly

where

in the vicinity of Albania,

original in its music, nor is the idea of

and about whom a faux 1930s folk
song is created for the purpose of
creating mass fervor.

mixing funk, rap and hard rock elements
under one band’sroof. But with the way in

thing remains a mystery.

surprise, surprise. Enter Robert
DeNiro as a spin doctor who attempts to divert the public’s attention from the president’s current

Conceptually, “Wag the Dog’ has
potential. But the movie is basically
a poorly mounted effort by actors of
extremely high caliber. “Wag the
Dog” just did not deliver the theatrical:punch customarily expected with
the combination of such extraordinary actors.
The film is interspersed with a few
comical one-liners and some undeniably humorous situations, but suffers from a few too many holes in its
plot. With poor character development and flat writing, “Wag the

Hoffman,

a successful, yet unful-

Records has

“Old Shoe” Schuman, a rapist who
Hoffman turns into a wounded Albanian War veteran stranded some-

Harrelson

scandal involving a young girl —

filled, Hollywood producer to put
together this nationwide hoax.
Hoffman and company frantically
stir up an entire marketing storm,
complete with theme song from
Willie Nelson — something like

With the release of Fat’s selftitled debut, DV8

established itself as a prominent

Woody

dom redneck immediately following the crash of their chartered
plane. And as for Heche, the whole

Deciding that an illusory, lowkey war with Albania over dangerous weapons possessions would
be the most appropriate facade,
DeNiro enlists the help of Dustin

By Nick LEszcyNski
Special To THE Hoya

steps as

Then,

ent, predictable plot, the film gives
the movie-goer little to enjoy. Esoteric quips and unenthusiastic acting combineto make this HoffmanDeNiro effort the undisputed low
point of both actors’ careers.
Up for re-election, the president
is caught in the middle ofa sticky

transgressions.

Eclectic Band Combines Various Elements of

an “Ode to America” jingle.
The CIA attempts to foil their
plans and Craig T. Nelson — as
the opposing presidential candidate—tries to turn the public view
back toward the “little girl” mess.

Schuman

is shot dead by a ran-

Dog” isbestleft on its leash -- far, far

away from the eyes of vulnerable
cinema patrons.

—

By SEaN GREENE

which they mix all ofthese differing styles,

they end up putting out a pretty good CD.
or atleastan album which tops most ofthe
trash — like Sweet 75 — being put out
NOW.
Fat’s style mixes together all of the
sounds you will find on all of the weekly
top 40 charts. Each track has its own
combination of recent pop music, which
doesn’t make for the most original sound.
However, this constant change in:style
gives the band its distinguished sound.
Fat’s style is just enough to hold your
attention, coaxing you to listen for an-

other minute and check out the next
track.
Unlike other recent hybrid bands such
as

Incubus,

Limp

Bizkit,

Powerman

5000 or even Rage Against the Machine, Fat doesn’t take itself seriously.
To begin with the vocals fall somewhere
between the Chipmunks and Ugly Kid
Joe at times. High pitched, humorous
and light-hearted, it’s tempting to think

of Fatas a pseudo-punk band. The guitar
riffs are simple and straight-forward, giving the band a real rocky feel. This punk
streak is what distinguishes Fat from the
other handfuls of hybrid bands that are
coming out these days.
The CD starts
off withthe slightly heavy,
but upbeat and poppy track, “Dog,” which
combines the styles of everyone from the
Bloodhound Gangto 311 to Red Hot Chili

pa

Peppers to a commercialized Downset.

When listening to this CD, one will
likely think these are just a bunch of guys
who were hanging around playing some

Nintendo and listening to the radio, when

they probably thought to themselves that
they could play just like all these other
bands. This is basically what they have
done. On track 11, “Whatever,” Fat takes
the popular sounds of groups like Matchbox 20 and Third Eye Blind and gives

them a more poppy and a 311 rappish
sound, which turns out to be a pretty good
sound. “Whatever” completely plays on
the attitude of apathy which has come to

describe our generation.
The rest of the songs are all more of the

combination sound, but done in a way
where it turns out sounding pretty impressive. Overall, the album seems to capitalize on the MTV,

channel-surfing, atten-

tion-spanless
society by constantly mixing
things up and not going too in-depth into
anyonestyle. Fathasitsown style within
the mix of hybrid bands; it’s upbeat and

punky.

:
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Fat morphs in style from 311 to Matchbox 20 on its debut album.
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Ivy CD Offers Promising Pop
his penning of the theme to the Tom
Hanks film “That Thing You Do,” and
founded Scratchie Records with Smashing Pumpkins’ James lha and D’arcy

By BiLL JORDAN
Hoya Starr WRITER

Dominique
woman

Durand

is a

anyone would want to

Wretzky.

hear purr. The former Parisian
model who currently fronts Manhattan
pop band Ivy does just that on the band’s
sophomore

release

“Apartment

Schlesinger has brought along a number of friends to contribute to “Apartment Life,” including [ha — who plays
guitar and sings on two tracks — and
Fountains of Wayne bandmates Jody
Porter and Chris Collingwood.
“Apartment Life” is a half-decent pop
album — unfortunately Atlantic has
packaged it so there is no way around the
weak half, placing three of the poorer
tracks right in the middle. The album
starts out strong enough with “The Best
Thing,” a thoroughly entertaining pop
song made even better by the French
accent of Durand. When she sings, “He’s

Life,”

purring her way through 12 guitar-driven
pop tracks. It’s enough to make the
Women’s Guild proud.
Her soft French-accented voice, similar to that of Velvet Underground singer
Nico, is solidly backed by husband Andy
Chase strumming guitar, and together
they have the makings of an excellent
pop

band.

However,

a few

too many

additional instruments water down what
would otherwise be a great album.
Joining the husband-and-wife team
on bass— and also lending quite a bit of
fame
is Adam
Schlesinger.
Schlesinger has been with the band all
along, but recently has been busy with
his other Atlantic Records project, Foun-

the best thing ... ” in the chorus the
listener is left wondering if she isn’t
really saying, “He’s depressing ...” Either way

it doesn’t

matter,

her voice

could make any lyrics sound good
— as

tains of Wayne. In addition, Schlesinger

she does on the eighth track, “Ba Ba Ba.”
The second track, “I’ve Got a Feel-

was recently nominated for an Oscar for

ing,” continues along in a positive route,

Spring

taking an almost “Mmmbop™-esque intro
and crafting it into something appealing
to the ear and not just catchy.
Unfortunately the band can’t stay away
from adding horns to numerous tracks
on the album, serving to annoy more
than to entertain. “Baker” substitutes a
hornline for the chorus and is just slightly
more annoying than the horns on “This
is the Day.” The album returns to form }
by taking a turn into rock ‘with the seventhtrack, “You Don’t Know Anything”
— Durand’s French answer to the Cran-

berries’ “Zombie” without Dolores
O’Riordan’s annoying vocals.
Today’s musical climate is much
friendlier than when the band debuted in
1995 with “Realistic.” Although grunge
is still holding on, with bands like the
Cardigans enjoying success, there is no
reason why Ivy’s sound won’t soon fill
the radio airwaves.
With only 12 tracks, paying full
price for this album should be left only
to the hard-core Ivy fans. But find it in
a bargain bin and it’s definitely worth
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With its latest release, ‘Apartment Life,’ lvy falls slightly short of expectations due to a unnecessary instrumentation.
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JANET

MASLIN

OF

THE

NEW YORK

TIMES SAYS

“Swift, hilarlous and impossible to resist!”
LEAH

ROZEN

OF

PEOPLE

MAGAZINE

SAYS

“A comic triumph!”
OWEN

GLEIBERMAN

OF ENTERTAINMENT

WEEKLY

SAYS

“Sharp, ruthlessly clever and
diabolically funny!”
SISKEL

WHEN

THEY

GET

& EBERT

SAY

“One of the year’s best films!”

A HOLLYWOOD PRODUCER.
A WASHINGTON SPIN-DOCTOR.
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THEY CAN MAKE YOU BELIEVE ANYTHING.
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COURTESY OF GEFFEN RECORDS

Pop rock band Black Lab proves ultimately apathetic and unworthy with ‘Your Body Above Me,’ its most recent release with Geffen Records.

Black Lab Dampens Rock Scene with Latest Album
By LiNDsAY KALLEN
Hoya STAFF WRITER

A wise man once said, “If you have nothing better to do, why not start a band.” Okay,
so maybe it was not a wise man, but surely
this has been said before, probably by Paul
Durham, the lead singer of Black Lab.
Paul Durham, college award-winning

Nietzsche expert, has come full circle in
hisnearly30 years. Durhamrecalls fondly
how he realized the potential of his talent
at the age of 14 while mowing lawns and
singing loudly—so thatno one could hear
him. Just a few short years later his father
shared anastoundingrevelation with young
Paul: High school grades are important in
order to get into college.
With this newfound knowledge under
his belt, Paul set off for Oberlin College—

did you know they have coed showers at

Oberlin? Well, neither did Paul, but he

soon learned. The magnitude of this experience was not lost on Durham, for he soon

decided to become an orthodox Jew. He
then changed his mind. Poor Paul was all
washed out at the young age of 21. What
ever will he do?
Yes, Paul abandoned the lawnmower
and along with Michael Belfer and Geoff
Stanfield created Black Lab, whose debut

album “Your Body Above Me” has just
hit the musical scene. Go figure, take a
couple of greasy guys—Ilonghairanecessity — a scorned male, and a lot of free

time ... out comes a band.
Although the band members of Black
Lab are quite a convoluted bunch,

music is
rack. The
it Away,”
able beat.

the

hardly worthy of the discount
first song on the album, “Wash
has a rather easy-going, enjoyAnother good song is “X-Ray,”

which seems to be trying really hard to be
played at a pathetic rave. This is a good
thing, though, for at least this particular
song is trying.
It is an unwritten rule that no *90s band
is allowed to avoid the ever-present love
song and Black Lab is not quite so rebellious as to break this rule. The good news
is that they have successfully created an
enjoyable love song in, “Gates of the
Country.” Another song that furnishes
musical worth to Black Lab’s debut album

is “Ten

Million

Years,”

which

deemed itselfunworthy ofthe CDplayer’s
fast forward button.
These four songs provide a pleasurable
experience for those who are patient
enough to seek them out. Unfortunately,
four tracks do not an album make — the
band has also recorded some undesirable
screeching.

Another song whichis average at best is
the disastrous rendition of an unreleased
PJ Harvey song “All the Money in the
World.”
Black Lab seems to be Geffen Records’
newest prodigy; itis interesting tonote that
Geffen Records is the same label which
produced Australian Kyle Minogue’s remake of “Locomotion” in the 80s, prov-

ing that Geffen Records produces a wide
variety of musical talents.
“Your Body Above Me” clearly paints
an interesting picture for the literate and
attentive listener, yet should not be completely condemned for its overt sexuality.
According to his press release, Durham
explains that “I was haunted by the phrase
the whole time we were mixing. It was
embarrassing, this extremely intimate
thing, but finally I just said, ‘Thisisit. This
is the title.” Try not to blush, Paul.
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THE GUIDE Gives You an Exclusive

Exposé on the Holidays’Heavy Hitters
By MATT GAERTNER
Hoya Starr WRITER

The barrage of disaster films that has
plagued theaters of late might lead one
to pass over contemporary special effects bonanzas. The overwhelmed viewer
who passes on James Cameron’s “Titanic,” however, is making a grievous

mistake. This film offers an intriguing
plot and incomparable effects, establishing itself as a hallmark for cinematie
excellence.
The film opens during a deep salvage
mission, headed by an intense oceanic

explorer (Bill Paxton) who is searching
for a precious diamond allegedly lost in
the wreckage of the Titanic. As the story
of the diamond unfolds, so does the
infamous tale of the Titanic.
Leonardo DiCaprio stars as Jack
Dawson, a struggling artist who has
won a ticket on the mighty Titanic by
besting some booked passengers in a
game of poker. He boards the unsinkable ship, excited to return to his home

in Wisconsin. A lavish but somewhat
abbreviated cruise awaits Dawson, who

manages to encounter some extraordinary individuals aboard the Titanic.
Dawson’s first acquaintancesproves

woman

named

Rose

(Kate

Winslett) preparing to throw herself from
the stern of the ship. Upon closer examination of the situation, Dawson discovers this maiden in distress is slated to
marry into an exceptionally wealthy family — a destiny she is reluctant to embrace. After a tumultuous few minutes
in which Rose nearly plunges into the

“Name one sequel that was better than
the original,” movie-rules expert Randy
challenges a classmate in the beginning of
thenew movie “Scream 2.” The classmate
struggles ... “Aliens?” Nope. The rest of
the class tries to think of one; the best they
cancome up withis “Godfather I.” Randy
more or less proves his point — sequels
usually stink.
“Scream 2” hardly revolutionized this
rule and was certainly a disappointment
for many fans of the original Scream (especially for Randy). In the pass/fail realm

of “should I go see it or not?” the movie
came through with a comfortable safety
margin. The verdict: “Scream 2” is good
but not great; go see it anyway.
With

“Scream

2,” Wes

Craven

did

what most thought impossible — he reestablished himself as the master of horror. After his long series of Nightmare on

and 17 minutes to pass by unnoticed, as
the viewer is far too absorbed in the
gripping drama to pay attention to the
time. Most importantly, neither the actionnor the character development takes
a turn for the worse; each element con-

tinues to blossom until the invigorating

Rose onto the ‘safe hardwood of the
ship’s deck. In doing so, he immerses
himself'in a world vastly removed from
the one with which he is familiar.
Jack finds himself invited to opulent
functions commonly restricted to firstclass passengers. His relationship with
Rose quickly escalates, and Jack soon
attracts the ire of Rose’s well-to-do fiance (Billy Zane). As the relations be-

climax.
Rarely, even in cases of high-quality
filmmaking, is a director able to eliminate any “down time” in a film as long

tween Jack and Rose reach a climax, the

film gains substantial momentum as
well. Romantics eventually bow to py-

as “Titanic.” Cameron, however, whose

gift for creating amiable and identifiable characters rivals his penchant for
the visually superb, makes good use of
every minute of running time.
DiCaprio gives one of the better performances of his promising career, and
Kate Winslett is more than adequate as
anuncomfortable elite. There is no ques-

rotechnics, as the audience is treated to

tion, though, that the real star of this

a magnificent visual narrative of
history’s most famous sinking.
Cameron, who has directed such pre-

film sits behind the camera. James
Cameron has created a classic that cannot be easily categorized with epic exhibitions of cinematography such as
“Dances with Wolves” and “Lawrence
of Arabia” or character epics like “The
Godfather” and “Braveheart.” “Titanic”
is uniquely his own, and it will be long

vious landmarks as “The Terminator,”

“Aliens” and “The Abyss” yet again
delivers in grandiose fashion. In “Titanic,” Cameron has produced an epic
for the ages —a film with a complexity
and intricacy matched by its power and

style.

writer Kevin Williamson (“Scream”, “I
Hova Starr WRITER

the film, however, allows the three hours

wake of the boat, Jack is able to coax

Elm Street parts one through gazillion,
most figured Cravenas down forthe count.
But with three back-to-back movies with

BY CHARLIE PRINCE

Following a curious pattern for this
holiday season’s cinematicreleases, “Titanic” is a very long movie. The flow of

Know What You Did Last Summer” and
“Scream 2”), Craven is clearly back on
top.
Craven gets all the credit hands down
for the last three successes, but it is hard

not to wonder what Williamson’s part is
in all this. Certainly what gave “Scream”
its kick was the dialogue — the idea of a
self-mocking horror movie made the idea
of “scary movie” into more of a “funny
scary movie.” “Scream 2” is no different;

the idea is one ofits best features. Randy
has new rules to abide by to “successfully
survive a sequel.” The very concept of the
movie itself is interesting.
After killing off most of the main characters in the end of the first movie —
which took place in high school — the
sequel creates a new cast by sending the
surviving members of the first movie to
college. Roommates and new-found
friends make up for the first film’s dead.
In the meantime, the supposed real life
events of the original were used for a

remembered as an monumental
ematic achievement.

cin-

movie within a movie called “Stab.” The
twist comes when a new series of murders
pop up inresponse to the movie. It quickly
becomes apparent that someone is trying
to make a “real life sequel.”
The cast is as stacked as ever with

Sarah Michelle Gellar joining veterans
Courtney Cox, David Arquette and Jamie
Kennedy. Rumors abound however concerning the starofthe film, Neve Campbell.

From the beginning “Scream” was written with the idea of a trilogy in mind, and
Campbell isaliveand well atthe end of the
second movie. In apparent disagreements
over what other projects Campbell can or
cannot finish before the filming of Scream

/

to be his most cherished. He spots a
young

3, Campbell has threatened to ditch the

“Scream” team.
The important question, of course, is
whether the film is worth making a trip to
see. It is,” and regardless of whether
Williamson or Cravenisthe driving force,

they complement each other nicely. The
script makes up for the bland storyline of
most horror flicks, and the suspense and

special effects keep everyone uncomfortable enough to enjoy the film. But let’s not
kid ourselves, it is a sequel.

COURTESY OF TRISTAR PICTURES

Jack Nicholson plays Melvin Udall, an abrasive romance novelist in the new film, ‘As Good as it Gets.’

New Nicholson: It Doesn't
Get Any Better than This
By Matt GAERTNER
Hov.A STAFF WRITER

- There is a distinct lack of ingenuity
in modern film. “As Good As It Gets,”

|
Il

the story of a homophobic, racist, obsessive-compulsive romance novelist,
his gay neighbor and a waitress strugglingtohelpthemselvesandeachother,
fills the void. The original premise is
enhanced by a star-studded cast including Helen Hunt, Greg Kinnear and

the film legend Jack Nicholson.
Melvin Udall (Nicholson) is the
world’sworst neighbor to homosexual
Simon Nye (Kinnear) and the most
demanding and abrasive customer for
waitress Carol Connelly (Hunt). All

:

:

COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS PICTURES

(Center left to right) Morgan Freeman, Chiwetel Ejiofor and Matthew McConaughey star in ‘Amistad.’

By Bossy DELONIS
Hoya Starr WRITER

On a dark summer night in 1839, the
slave

ship

La

Amistad

makes

its way

through waves and pouring rain which
accompany a strong thunderstorm off the
coast of Cuba. Below deck, 53 African
men and women sit shackled in heavy iron

chains. Cinque, one of the Africans, manages to pull a nail from a support post and
pick the lock of his chains. Now free, he
releases the others and they go topside and

violently take control of the ship.

So

begins

“Amistad,”

Steven

Spielberg’s excellent new film that follows the struggle of Cinque (Djimon
Hounsou) and his fellow Africans as they
attempt to win back their freedom. After
the revolt, the Africans

demand

to be

taken home to Africa. The two Spanish
survivors lead them up the United States
coast instead, and the Navy eventually
captures the ship.

tion and carries himself with grace and
power. Both he and Hopkins are strong
contenders for Academy Awards— they

man), an abolitionist, and Roger Baldwin

both deserve them.

(Anthony Hopkins) also eventually joins

the cause and passionately argues the Africans’ case before the United States Supreme Court. Theacting inthe movieistop
notch. Anthony Hopkins gives a perfor-

mance so stunning it’s easy to forget he’s
not President Adams. His speech before
the Supreme Court is beautiful and wonderfully delivered. Freeman is convincing
in his abolitionist role and he balances his
character’s

zeal

and

pragmatism

well.

McConaughey is also fairly believable
and he develops his character effectively
as the story progresses.
The scene-stealer, however, is Djimon

Hounsou. A Hollywoodnovice, Hounsou’s
Cinque is amazing. Despite delivering
only three words in English the entire film,
he manages to express tremendous emo-

Verdell, Melvin learns to love. Carol

realizes the best thing for her chroni-

The Africans soon find themselves
charged with piracy and murder ina U.S.
court. Theodore Joadson (Morgan Free(Matthew McConaughey), a young lawyer, come to their aid and begin a long
court battle involving President Martin
Van Buren and Queen Isabella of Spain.
Former President John Quincy Adams

three characters are in search of happiness and all have yet to attain it.
Overthe course of the movie each of
the charactersinchesclosertoreaching
his or her goal. Watching Simon’s dog,

The film’s moving examination of

cally ill child is to let someone else help
her. Simon learns that pride isnot a virtue.
Melvin’s daily visits to the café where
Carol works and his daily encounters with
Simon eventually bring their lives together.
Their relationships truly begin to develop
over a weekend they spend together. They
learn about each other’s pasts, their prob-

lems and their hopes. Most importantly
they learn about themselves.
Thesstoryline is one ofakind. “As Good

love really is all about.
Verdell, the dog, teaches Melvin to
love, but he does not understand what

he is feeling. Nicholson portrays the
complex character to a tee. He captures the enigma that Melvin faces as
he moves from an empty and emotionless man to one is capable of love.

ofthetraditional categories. Whileinmany
ways itis a love story, it goes well beyond
the ordinary romance. Rather, it is a magnificent meld of love, drama and comedy
mixed up in an intriguing story. Unlike
most films it is impossible to guess which
direction this movie is going next.
“As Good As It Gets” could be described as the traditional “boy meets girl”-

His attention to detail and ability to
fully immerse himself in a character
allow the audience to become fully
involved in Melvin’s life. The slight
changes in the nuances of Melvin’s
behavior during his interactions with
Carol convince the viewer that
Nicholsonisone
of Hollywood's classic leading men.
It is difficult to believe that “As
Good As It Gets” is a little over two
hours long because the audience is
completely drawn into the movie. The

type movie with a severe twist. Although
Melvin makes a very good living writing
romance novels, he hasneverbeenin love
and does not have the slightest idea what

film skillfully combines a clever and
thought-provoking script, impressive
directionand outstanding performances
from an all-star cast.

As It Gets” cannot be placed into any one

THe Guoe Ranks the Holidays’ Best

the horrors.of slavery is also remark-

able. Spielberg has delivered a film
that follows
the tradition
of
“Schindler’s

List”

with

its

many

haunting and deeply disturbing scenes.
This movie has some funny and happy
moments as well, however, and those

give an air of hope to the film that is
confirmed by its ending.
The only minor fault in “Amistad”
is its length. The film is about three
hours long, and the time is often filled
by details of the story. Those expecting a fast-paced film may be in for a
letdown. The upside of the three-hour
length, however, is that one gets a
great feel for the times and a full
rendition of the story.
Spielberg commented he made this film
as a gift for two of his adopted AfricanAmerican children. In the process, he has

madea gift foraudiences as well. Amistad
is a dramatic, gripping and excellent film.

1. Titanic

2 As Good as:
it Gets ;
3 Good will

Hunting
4. Amistad

Tomorrow

| ‘Never Dies

Jackie Brown

Scream2
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JAckiE Brown
By StepHANIE GATTON
Hoya Starr WRITER

Quentin Tarantino’s latest film, “Jackie
Brown,” opened Christmas Day as one of

the mostanticipated offerings of the lucrative holiday season. But if you entered the
theater expecting “Pulp Fiction2,” chances
were you left unpleasantly surprised.
“Jackie Brown” isn’t a continuation of
“Pulp.” Rather, it’sa wholly different kind
“of story, one which incorporates less violence, more love and a starring role for
’70s blaxploitation superstar Pam Grier.
Grier portrays the title role, a 40-something flight attendant caught up ina crime
ring with Ordell (Samuel L. Jackson).
Ordell runs a fly-by-night guns operation,
using Jackie as his money runner from
Mexico to Los Angeles. Portraying him-

self as a big-time player, Ordell takes
pride in having three homes witha woman
in each, one of which includes his beach-

blanket, pot-smoking white girl, Melanie
(Bridget Fonda).

As Ordell prepares to take in an ex-con
partner (Robert DeNiro), Jackie lands in
L.A. and is taken into custody by Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Agent Michael
Keaton. Jackie says nothing to the feds,

and when word gets back to Ordell that
Jackie’s been pulled in, he promptly does
whatany good boss would do: Hebailsher
out of jail ... then attempts to kill her.
The remainder of the film — which
runs over two hours — witnesses the
scramble to see who gets out alive ... with
the money. “Who’s playing who?” becomes the question. Jackie tells the cops
she’s going to bring Ordell’s money in on
her next flight and set him up. She then
tells Ordell she is only doing this to fool the
feds and the two concoct an’ elaborate
scheme to take all the money.

Cleon} [7/1]
Hunting
By DasH RoBiNsoN
Hoya Starr WRITER

It is the saga of an orphan and a widower, thrown together by a world which
has neglected them both. It is the struggle
ofonemanto
cometo grips with his world,
and the resistance of another to get to
know his. Finally, it is the touching story
of two people who find friendship through
understanding, when neither ofthem could

find the latter anywhere else.
Yet forallthe emotional triumphs “Good
Will Hunting” can boast, its accurate portrayal of the Boston accent truly sets it
apart. Finally, abig-screen production that

didn’t screw it up.
Will Hunting (Matt Damon, a South
Boston native) is an undiscovered genius,

a 21-year-old orphan who works as a
Janitor at MIT just to make enough to get
by. Beitpicking fights ata local basketball
court, or telling off professors whose hallways he mops, Will demonstrates a cocki-

ness and arrogance that make him apathetic about doing anything with his life.
After solving a difficult mathematical
proof, he is discovered by Professor
Lambeau. He aggravates psychiatrists,never willing to let on what it is that keeps
his genius bottled up inside.
Through Lambeau, Will finally meets
Sean Maguire (Robin Williams), a former
psychiatrist who teaches at Bunker Hill
Community College. Over time, Will
learns to look at his life from a different

Meanwhile,

Melanie

wonders —

”

in

between having sex with DeNiro (a most
unusual sight to watch, though it lasts only
a few seconds) — how she could get her
hands on the money. Before long, the plot
twists so many times it becomes next to
impossibleto remember
who’s doing what
to whom. By its conclusion, some of the
strings are still left dangling,
When “Jackie Brown” was first released to movie audiences, people came
because of the legacy of “Pulp Fiction,”
not

for

the

film’s

merits.

1. Goldfinger (1964) — Shirley
| Bassey’s theme song is a classic.
The best villain, the best henchman
| (Oddjob, the Samoan with a steelbrimmed bowler), the best Bond girl
(Pussy Galore). It has a fast-paced
plot, great script, the classic Aston- Martin DB-5 (with Stinger missiles)
and a naked woman covered in gold
paint. This is Sean Connery at his
chauvinistic best,
2.From Russia With Love (1963)
— Probably the most serious Bond

Despite

Tarantino’s attempts to avoid billing his
first full-length feature in three years as a
follow-up to his last gigantic success,
audiences lined up in anticipation.
What they got was altogether different.
Yes,

“Jackie

Brown”

is definitely

a

Tarantino movie: Chronology is abandoned toward the film’s climax, though
Tarantino wised up and added the times of
events onscreen. The movie also boasts a
funky °70s soundtrack built on the
Delphonics’“Didn’tI Blow Your Mind?”
But where “Pulp” presented scene upon

film. The villains are insane and
entertaining, the fight scene at the
. gypsy camp is incredible, and the
shots of Istanbul are amazing. This

scene of violence, drugsand John Travolta,
“Jackie” strives for something else. The

film focused more on serious spying

rather than fanciful plot devices.
3. Dr. No (1961) — On a paltry

pace is slower and the characters are far
more developed. Case in point: We actually get a sense of who Jackie is and why
she’s involved in Ordell’s machinations.
We know that beneath it all she remains a
strong, tough woman with the brains to
outsmartnot only Ordell butalsothe ATF.

Bidger, director Terence Young and

screen unknown Sean Connery crafted
. the first true action film. Because of
this movie, action films became a serious genre of movies. It is one of the
“most important movies of the last 50

And that is what carries the movie;
not Tarantino’s directorial prowess, not

years.

4. On Her Majesty’s Secret Service (1969) — This film — George
| Lazenby’s only Bond film — offers
the most complex look into the Bond

Jackson’s slimy, second-rate gunrunner
and

certainly not DeNiro’s

less-than-

memorable turn as an ex-con with a
penchant for bedding beach bunnies.
Grier makes “Jackie Brown,” and it’s a

character. Diana Rigg is excellent as
the one girl who gets James Bond to

shame the industry took this long to put

settle down and get married.
We see a

her on top. Critics were quick to label
“Jackie Brown” as the bastard child of
“Pulp Fiction.” “Jackie” stands on its
own, and its beauty comes from its separateness.

new side of Bond that is seen nowhere
else in the series.

| 5.The Spy Who Loved Me (1977)
Roger Moore’s finest performance.
Barbara Bach isa sultry Russian agent

in this film with rich scenery, a great

theme song (Carly Simon’s “Nobody
it Better”) and a classic pair of
es. A fun, entertaining and allell-filmed movie.
6, Thunderball (1965)— Another

perspective, and helps Maguire to do the
same. As the two forge a friendship based
on trust, Maguire must move carefully,

not wanting to upset the delicate balance
he and Will have. In addition, Will must
learn to keep his swagger in check, because in Maguire he has met his match.
Put simply, “Good Will Hunting” is a
triumph in all respects. Scenes of Will and
his close Southie friends at bars or just
hanging around produce some classic oneliners; Williams, while playing a very
serious

role,

renders

another

Adrian

Kronauer-like performance.
In addition, Will’s relationship with
Skarla (Minnie Driver), a Harvard senior,

playsapivotal role. Skarla is fascinated by
Will and has trouble comprehending why
she spends so much money to go to a top
university when true genius seems to be
found elsewhere. In turn, Will discovers
what it’s like to truly care for someone.
The film, however, captures the audi-

ence most in telling the story of Will and
Maguire. Asthetwo help each otheralong,
they discover thingsabout themselves they
were previously afraidto find out. The two
share much in common — a childhood
withan abusive father, a love of sports and
the burden of being thought ofasan underachiever.
As Maguire reflects upon a past
with which he could have done more,

and Will mulls a future with limitless
possibilities, the two begin to under-

stand that people will do what they
will, and friendship is letting them do
so unconditionally. Once these two
finally understand this, their relation-

ship is something truly touching and
beautiful,

taking

root

right

in

the

middle ofthe film’s brilliance

fine film starring Connery. The unCOURTESY OF UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES

Pierce Brosnan stars as the infamous 007 in the 18th installment of the Bond series, ‘Tomorrow Never Dies.’

Brosnan Earns his Stripes
By James Di LiBERTO JR.
Hoya Starr WRITER

Today, martini bars seem to be the
“hip” new attraction for the fashionable’
set. But, 30 years ago, one man helped to

bring the “martini culture” to the world.
Bond. James Bond.
“Swingers” had its vodka-swigging
Gen-Xers, but it was Bond who brought
the elegance of tuxedos, martinis and
witty conversation to over a billion
moviegoers. This was no small accom-

plishment for the original Bond— Sean
Connery — who was criticized by lan
Fleming (creator of the James Bond char-

Bond’s loud and entertaining CIA contact. Baker also appeared asa Bond villain
an illegal arms dealer — in 1987’s
“The Living Daylights.”
In “Tomorrow Never Dies,” news czar

a Chinese operative and the most independent Bond girl yet.
“Tomorrow Never Dies” marks the
bestaction film of the last year—and the
best James Bond film since 1977’s “The
Spy Who Loved Me.” Brosnan will never
live up to the image of Connery’s Bond
films of the 1960s, but brings his own
charm to the role, mixing his dwn qualities with the traditional Bond character.
He is able to be a womanizer — something ofa taboo in 1998
— but still make
women swoon at his films. This is certainly a tough task that Connery did not
have to accomplish in the 1960s.
“Tomorrow” may be the finest Bond
film of the last 20 years, but it wasn’t
exactly facing much competition. Anyone

not enough of an upper class Brit.

assisted by Stamper (Gotz Otto), a blonde

Today’s Bond, Pierce Brosnan (the
fifth actor to play the role), brings a
natural elegance and a sophistication to
James Bond in “Tomorrow Never Dies,”
the 18th Bond film. He is serious about
his work (unlike the wisecracking Roger

German who looks like he should be on
the club scene rather than fighting with

1983’s “Octopussy” can attest to that.
However, this film is not nearly as entertaining as the Connery classics:

cinema’s first action hero.

“Goldfinger,” “From Russia with Love,”

Moore of *70s Bond films), butis always

Hatcher), Carver’s wife and former Bond
bedfellow, and Wai Lin (Michelle Yeoh),

Dies” certainly ranks as one of the top 10
Bond films to date.

Magoo is up against the glamorous
but dangerous Luanne Leseur (Kelly
Lynch), whose beauty is surpassed only
by her ruthlessness.
As if Nielsen's physical shortcomings aren’t impediment enough, he is
also followed by Leseur’s imbecilic
once-sidekick Bob Morgan (Nick

ability

expected considering he is based on
the 1960’s classic cartoon character of
the same name.
Magoo’sblindnessisa little extreme,
however. He is unable to see when the
television station has changed, or tell
the difference between a ruby and a

Chinlund),

tennis ball.

able to find just the right quip to lighten

Bond is sent to diffuse the situation
and eliminate the bad guy. Along the
way, he gets help from Paris Carver (Teri

who

has seen

1979s

“Moonraker”

When my six=year-old brother describes a movie made for children as
“weird” and “boring,” it can be safely
assumed that this film won’t have
much to offer for the average college
student.
Such is the case with “Mr. Magoo,”

the story ofa good hearted, lovable but
scatterbrained and shortsighted billionaire.
The plot of “Mr. Magoo” details the
circumstances surrounding the theft
and recovery of a priceless jewel, the
Star of Kuristan. After nearly being
captured by police during the theft,

whose

new

boss

has

de-

signs on auctioning the stone off to the
highest crimelord bidder.
Also on the trail of Magoo.and the
jewel thieves are the FBI and CIA.
Accident-prone coverts from these
agencies complicate, the matter and
eventually work with Magoo to recover the jewel, after Leseur eventually regains it.

On Magoo’s side are Waldo (Matt
Keeslar), his nephew

and Stacey, the

beautiful princess of Kuristan (Jennifer Garner),

who

also happens

to be

the thieves actually manage to lose the
ruby.

Waldo’s love interest. The two travel
with and protect Magoo on adventures

By a great coincidence, the ruby
ends up in the tackle box of billionaire

that take him from northern ski resorts

Quincy

the Caribbeaninsearchof drug push-

ers.

9. You Only Live Twice (1967)

(Comingonthe heels of “Thunderball”

_ and“Goldfinger, this moviestruggled
| to match the huge expectations of its

predecessors. Still, Nancy Sinatra’s

theme song

Service.”

However,

“Tomorrow

Never

is great and Donald

Pleasence’s Ernst Stavro Blofeld is
creepy — and pure evil.
10. For Your Eyes Only (1981)
. The Greek scenery is beautiful in this
~

entertaining, better-than-average Bond
film. Sheena Easton, who sang the

theme song, was the first artist to aparin the opening credit sequence of

“Dr. No” or George Lazenby’s excellent
1969 effort, “On Her Majesty’s Secret

Magoo,

played

by

Leslie

Neilsen of “Naked Gun” fame.
Magoo is so blind that.he is completely unaware that the gigantic stone
is in his possession. But he seems to
be the only character oblivious to the
jewel’s whereabouts. The thieves
know Magoo has the stone and try
many outlandish stunts to regain it.

on

this

one,

which

is to be

Moreover, Magoo travels

through life with uncanny stupidity
and obliviousness.
Magoo finds himself in and out of
trouble, without a clue as to the peril

in which he had been placed. After
narrowly escaping each blunder, he
moves on unknowingly to the next
misadventure.
Additionally, the plot is incredibly
farcical to the point of stupidity. It
may be wrong to criticize a movie with
such an implausible premise, but there
is a point where enough is enough.
Nielsen’s antics are exceedingly odd;
his mishaps, at times, overstep the
bounds of conventional slapstick com-

to the home ofa South American mob
boss.
Most amazingly, Magoo’s dog knows

“Mr. Magoo” was a happy movie,
however. As with all children’s mov-

that he has the stone. In fact, the dog tries

ies, you cannot help but side with the

repeatedly to bring the precious stone to

good guy and root for him as he unwittingly pits himself against the’ danger-

his master. Unfortunately, because he is

nearly blind, Magoo

continually mis-

takes the ruby for a ball with which the

dog wants to play.
Disney wag not striving for believ-

edy.

ous Leseur.
As lovable as Magoo is, itis difficult

to get over the blindness and naivete
of Neilsen’s character.

Oscar Nominations, If We Had Our Way About It...
Best DIRECTOR

or

film with breathtaking shots of the
Caribbean.
7. Tomorrow Never Dies (1997)
a See article at left
8. Live and Let Die (1973) -Roger Moore's first film is also one
of his best. The theme song, by Paul
McCartney and Wings, is one of the
series’ best. This Bond-meets-Shaft
movie takes Bond from Harlem to

;

in, Goldeneye

Best ACTOR

Best ACTRESS

Best SPeciaL EFFECTS

(1995) —

Pierce

Bond is a welcome relief

from the seriousness of Timothy

| Dalton’s Bond of the 1980s in this
Russia-to-Cuba

By CouRTNEY ScHLAPO

Best PICTURE

willowy Domino is one of the sexiest

Bond novels and short stories) as being
too much ofa Scottish soccer player and

acter and author of the original James

Hoya Starr WRITER

Leslie Nielsen engages in some unorthodox exercises in ‘Mr. Magoo.’

role asthe quick-tongued Moneypenny. Jo
Don Baker also returns as Jack Wade,

ing pieces of stunt work. Largoisa
chilling SPECTRE agent and the
Bond girls to date. A classic action

Elliot Carver (Jonathan Pryce) — a
dweebish incarnation of Ted Turner —
attempts to instigate a war between Britain and China in order to generate high
ratings for his TV news network. He is

Mr. Magoo

COURTESY OF WaLT DISNEY PICTURES

the atmosphere. This is why he is arguably the series’ best Bond since Connery.
The rest of the cast from 1995s “Goldeneye” returns in “Tomorrow.” Esteemed
Britishactress Judi Dench plays the toughas-nails “M,” Desmond Llewelyn returns
as*Q,” while Samantha Bond reprises her

| derwater fight scenes are still amaz-

adventure

flick.

Famke Janssen is excellent as the sadist henchwoman who has a tough
time discerning foreplay from fighting.

12. The Living Daylights (1987)

Shakespearean actor Timothy
Dalton played Bond like it was
written in lan Fleming's Bond
- Novels of the 1950s — dead seri| ous.

However,

the public

didn’t

swallow this manifestation of the
Bond character, leaving Dalton’
films underrated. This movie isentertaining, although abit too campy
at times for its own good.

13. A View to a Kill (1985)—
This
seventh and last turn as 007. This has
perhaps the most frightening cast;
Christopher Walken as a genetically_enhanced genius and Grace Jones as
his accomplice, May Day.

14. Octopussy
— This movie's Indian scenes are well-filmed. It is un-

fortunate

that Maude Adams isn’t all

to fascinating as the mysterious
Octopussy. Still, the theme song —

“All Time High” — is one of the best
of the series.
15. The Man with the Golden Gun
(1974) — Altogether unimpressive,
this search fora lone assassin is at best

an average Bond film.
16. Diamonds are Forever (1971)
Sean Connery returned to the role of
007 after “On Her Majesty’s Secret
Service” for this film — and it was a
mistake. Connery should have never
left the series with a film like this.

17. License to Kill (1989)— Bond
films are reduced to a governmentchases-the drug-dealers farce in this

film typical of the anti-drug runner

L.A. Confidential
Titanic
Amistad

Good Will Hunting
Full Monty

James Cameron (Titanic)

Matt

Steven Spielberg (Amistad)

Leonardo DiCaprioritanic)

Martin Scorcese (Kundun)
Kevin Smith (Chasing Amy)
Robert Zemeckis (Contact)

Djimon Hounsou (Amistad)
Dustin Hoffman (Wagthe Dog)

Kim Basinger (a. confidential)

Kevin Spacey (A. Confidential)

Judi Dench (Mrs. Brown)

Damon

Good Will Hunting)

Kate Winslett (Titanic)
Jodie Foster (Contact)
Pam

Grier (Jackie Brown)

Titanic
Men in Black
The Lost World
Contact

Alien Resurrection

films of the 1980s. This film helped
assure audiences that Dalton would
never return as 007.
18. Moonraker 1979)
Trying o

cash in on the success 6f “Star Wars,”
This film was rushed to be completed.

Even the return of Jaws couldn’t
breathe life into this film — it was

DoA
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The follow up to the original blockbuster hit, Wes
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2:30),5:00,7:30,10:00
The Ice Storm—(Sat-

5:15, 8:00, 10:30;
(Tues-Thu: 2:00, 5:15,

as one of Hollywood’s more diverse actors. He and
Damon weave a wonderful tale of friendship and trust.

10:15)
Wag the

Mon: 2:00), 4:30,7:00,
9:30

8:00, 10:25)
Titanic—1:00,

This movie provides adocumentary-style account of the

seige of Sarajevo, while also managing to remain intriguto appeal to amainstream audience. Itis easier
ing enough
th

Pam Grier, Samuel L. Jackson,
Bridget Fonda, Robert DeNiro
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ti
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than most emotionally-charged

Billy Zane

ga
2
Hard Rain
SR Che

Morgan Freeman, Christian Slater
:

Thehorrors of thetragic iceberg collision are contrasted

with the touching love story between stars DiCaprio and

film is at times depressing, but
Winslett. This three-hour
a must-see, hailed as possibly the best film of the year.
HES
nd
;
;
A pathetic attempt at an emulation of Twister, this
of its own unoriginality.
under the weight es
film collaps
portrayal of
It is far too typical a film, a long-exhausted
the clash between society’s just and its greedy.

The
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Tomorrow
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The

1:30,4:30, 7:15, 10:00:

this tale of a troubled Louisiana family.

Pierce Brosnan, Judi Dench,
Jonathan Pryce, Teri Hatcher

:
Never Dies

James Bond is back and this time he has teamed up
with arival intelligence agent from China. The two must

=

Tomorrow

work together to preserve peace between their two
countries, in the face of imminent nuclear war.

Denzel
Fallen

:

John Goodman.
Washington,
2
i asingion, Jo n

i
plays theroleofthe
'Basedon theclassici cartoon, Nielsen
sight-impaired billionaire, whose job this timeis to try. and
A shallow film, one should expect
save the United States.
nothing beyond the typical Magoo humor.
!

;

:

Washington’s detective Hobbes wanders around
rather stupidly for an hour, but once it gets going, .it
gets scary and will keep you on the edge of your seat.
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Restaurant Review: Pesce
RAL

AE

SR
After a short wait, the entrees ar-

Manpy TYLER

rived. Each was artfully presented and
the portions were more than adequate.
We chose two fish dishes. The first, a
grey sea bream, was served sitting on
a bed of cubed sweet potatoes with a

Anp KIRK BoyLE
Hova Starr WRITERS

Situated just outside the heart of
Dupont

Circle,

Pesce

is a small

fish

market and restaurant with a faithful
and discriminating following. Accolades adorn the wall as you enter
Pesce’s small dining room. With space
for around

50 patrons,

the room

felt

cozy but not crowded. An early arrival
proved worthwhile as the restaurant
quickly filled while we dined.
Immediately we sensed that Pesce
was not a typical restaurant when the
menu arrived, handwritten on a large
blackboard.
Pesce’s menu changes
twice daily, ensuring optimum freshness and new surprises for returning
patrons. Appetizers dominated the list

savory sauce ($18.95). The second was

a mahi mahi over angel hair pasta,
mangos, papaya, pineapple and Thai
curry

mussels,

selections.

marinated

We

chose

in a tomato

sauce

mahi,

a natu-

Serving pasta with fish was an original and delicious combination. Finally,

we chose one of Pesce’s four pasta
selections for the evening: capellini
with mussels, garlic, herbs, and white

tensive list. He was attentive to our
the meal, from pa-

tiently waiting for our order to asking
if he could remove our plates.
The professional staff was both courteous

and

casual,

reflected

in their

uniforms of white button-down shirts

and jeans.
We emerged from Pesce as new
fans. The price tag for this evening out

with

the garlic

and

herbs,

for a substantive dish.

In fact,

we were unable to finish any of the
three entrees.
For a restaurant of its success and
caliber, Pesce is surprisingly humble
in atmosphere. Reminiscent ofa family fish market (which Pesce doubles
as with daily retail offerings), the restaurant walls are covered with color-

fresh focaccia bread flowed to our table.

in selecting an appetizer from the ex-

seasoned

made

even an old man to gum down. There
were plenty of the “slippery little suckers” to satisfy while we waited for entrees. Additionally, two baskets of

instantly at home.
Our server was friendly and helpful

wine ($13.25). The pasta was strongly
but not overpowering.
Surprisingly, the pasta was generously peppered with mussels, which

long, dark shells, were slimy enough for

its decor, it made new customers feel

needs throughout

your mouth.

($9.95). A huge serving of these shellfish were served in a pottery bowl. The
mussels, which were served in their

COURTESY OF WiND-UP RECORDS

Mahi

. rally mild fish, was perfectly enhanced
by the fruit medley. The fish was succulently tender, practically melting in

and there were various soup, salad and

hors d’oeuvre

($17.95).

ful wooden fish, not pretentious paintings. Ocean blue tile floors complete
the sea atmosphere. The ocean atmosphere extended to fish-shaped plates
and hand-painted fish china. Brick
walls with white stucco columns completed the simple dining room. Although some might discount Pesce for

was more than we normally spend.
However, money spent at Pesce is

worth a few hours of toiling away at
your work study job. It is infinitely
better seafood than popcorn shrimp
and cheese bread at your local Red
Lobster.
Editor's Note: Pesce is located at
2016 P St., N.W.
between Dupont
Circle and 20th St. (202) 466-FISH
Serves lunch and dinner

Creed: More Mindless Rage Rock :
ant. Lead singer Scott Stapp, whose very
name sounds as it were crafted to be
unmemorable, does a remarkable impersonation of Eddie Vedder, albeit perpetually off-key. The backing and instrumentation is the standard three-piece fare, and
each of the musicians have apparently
been enlisted based on their singular lack
of distinguishing characteristics. One song
followsalong from thenext, indistinguishable save the brief pause and the growing

By JonaH NoLaN
Hoya Starr WRITER

This week’s merit award goes

to the discerning soul who can
iv”
divine a difference between
Creed, whose debut effort has garnered
considerable radio play, and any of the
other half-assed bands capitalizing on the
dearth of genuine musical talent in the top
40. You know “My Own Prison”; it’s the
song they always play in between that one
songand that other one, just catchy enough
todisengage your “seek” finger yet forget-

intensity of the listener’s headache.

This is the kind of garbage intended as
a soundtrack for teenage males to masturbate themselves intoa ball of puss-colored
flames, or melt the tires off their Chevy
Cavaliers, or any of the assorted greasy
misadventures of pubescence. As such, it
serves a certain social function, like lowbudget pornography or jello wrestling.

table enough to be, well, forgotten, pretty
much as readily as it was heard. In one ear

and out the other.
:
“My Own Prison,” the album, is as
overproduced and underinspired -- or, at
the very least, dubiously inspired -- as any
product of the floundering grunge ma-

The formula is a simple, solid one: raging,

billowing guitars to represent the blinding
potency of testosterone; drums to sound
out the staccato series of sticky hump

chine. This is the kind of music that, like

that synthetic fat substitute that stains your
underpants seconds after ingestion, com-

pletely defies retention. It’s as if it were
crafted for that purpose, like a disposable
razor or a flavored prophylactic. Creed
alternates between the sounds of various
popularbands, jumping gleefully between
Pearl Jam and Alice in Chains with all the
abandon ofa hackneyed musical clairvoy-

sessions; and, atop this mountain of noise,
a strained, cracking voice, spouting forth

incoherent diatribes on the gosh-darned
pain ofit all. Honestly. Creed’s lyrics are
strung together in the refrigerator magnet
school of syntax, and evoke aboutasmuch

genuine emotion. Stapp and collaborator

Mark Tremonti have, however, managed

to distinguish their hammy, contrived lyrics by wrapping them around a fleshy,
insipid agenda.
A careful examination of Creed’s lyrics “§
-- fight that urge to simply hum along and
pay attention -- reveals that Creed might
be hiding some highly surprising opinions
behind their carefully crafted facade of
innocuous, sweaty idiots. Most of the songs
are standard angst, but the occasional line
catches the eye. ‘For instance, submitted
for yourapproval, “In America”: “Only in
America we kill the unborn / to make ends
meet / Only in America / Sexuality is
democracy ““. Later, in “One,” the snappy
hate anthem that closes out the album,

Stapp and Tremonti intone various hamhanded

pot-shots

at affirmative

action,

racial equality and espousing some juvenile take on racial and faith-based supremacy.
It’s getting admittedly difficult to separate the skinheads from the victims of
male pattern baldness. It should come as
no surprise, however, that after years of
concerted effort, the religious right should
be able to slip a Christian-rock band into
the top 40. Given another few years, per-

haps they can produce some propaganda
that does not suck quite so badly. .

Pesce serves some of the finest seafood in the District, all in a comfortable, homely setting.

THE HILL

Keren MoscovitcH/ THE Hova

Tuesday
January 20
Starting tonight at The Improv, Ricky Harris will host
the nationally-acclaimed traveling comedy group ‘Def
Comedy Jam.” This promises to be a drathatic improvement over Flip Orley, who performed as a comic-hypnotist
for the last four days. The Def Comedy Jam will run until

Saturday Jan. 24 before moving on.
The Improv is located at 1140 Connecticut
Ave. NW. For
more information call (202) 296-7008. —Charlie Prince
Obscure

favorite

Shake

Appeal

will

be

making

its

debut here in D.C. this Tuesday at the Black Cat. Opening for Shake Appeal will be the lesser-known Monophonic 100.
The Black Cat is located 1831 14th St. NW. For more
information, call (202) 667-7960. —Dash Robinson

Here’s
a couple
of
things to do for the
next few weeks
in
town.
Don’t
say we
didn’t let you know!

Thursday
January 22

.
:
COURTESY OF ELEKTRA RECORD:

Quickly following a short tour break, Luna will return to the D.C. areathis Friday for a repeat performance atthe 9:30 Club.

N17

Saturday
January 17

Ll]

Get a fresh taste of new music at the Black Cat this

Monday
January 19

come out of Georgetown. At The Bayou this Thursday,
they will be returning with such well known

Ultra

Bide,

Tarat

Bolero

Drive for the low price of $6.

and

Five

State

Doors open at 8 p.m.,

don’t be late.

~The

Black Cat is located at 1831

For more information,
—Charlie Prince

call (202)

14th St. NW.

667-7960.

Alternative superstar Luna returns to the D.C. area
after a short break between tours. On the strength of:
the band’s record store and radio success, Luna has

been

steadily: climbing

the charts.

For those

who

missed the band’s performance several months ago at

the 9:30 Club (where they will be playing again
tonight), here's your chance to catch one of the few
bands that performs better on stage than in a studio.

Wondering

about the Mysteries of Life?

Well,

Doors open at 8 p.m., and the best part is the show only
Wittily-named alternative stars Dean and Gene Ween return to the D.C. area in support of their fourth album, “Chocolate and Cheese”. Already renowned for their lewd yet pointed
lyrics and song titles, Ween promises,‘if nothing else, a
packed audience this Saturday night at the 9:30 Club. This
time they team up with Royal Fingerbowl.
The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St. NW.
For more
information call (202) 393-0930.
—Dash Robinson

Shear Madness, a can’t-miss theater experience, will be
entirety. Tickets range from $25 to $29, and the show is worth

more information, call (202) 518-7900. —Charlie Prince
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The Kennedy

Center

EEE

—Dash
The New

Robinson

Alaskan Film Society will continue its series

Parking Lot at 9 p.m. for $5. This is a follow up to the
undisputed classic Heavy Metal Parking Lot. The event
will include a special appearance by Butch Willis and will

The Metro Cafe establishes itself this Monday

will also be featuring the WPA’s

EEE

The Bayou is located at 3135 K St. NW. For more
information, call (202) 783-7212. —Charlie Prince

interfaith tribute to Dr. King. The event will be free and
will take place at Gaston Hall at 7 p.m.

one

Women in Gospel, as they present a musical tribute to Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., in honor of the upcoming holiday.
For information call 833-9800, ext. 121. —Charlie Prince

ERE

costs six bucks!

original film, Heavy Metal Parking Lot.
The Black Cat is located at 1831 14th St. NW. For more
information call (202).667-7960. © —Charlie Prince

Sunday
January 18

One of D.C.’s more recent additions, The Metro Cafe,

year with the first annual closing of the New York Stock
Exchange in its honor. In addition to getting the day off,
Georgetown will celebrate in its own way through an

take place at the Black Cat. In honor of this release, the
society will also be showing backstage footage of the

every penny. Showtimes are at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.
—Dash Robinson

is throwing a CD release party for the band Last Train
Home. To help celebrate this momentous event, Sixty

Martin Luther King Day has reached new heights this

with the world premiere of the new film Neil Diamond

appearing at the Kennedy Center this Saturday. This wild
stage production is sure to keep you hysterical throughout its

you're in luck; believe it or not, they’re opening for
Luna. Enlightenment costs eight bucks.
The 9:30 Club- is located at 815 V St. For more
information call (202) 393-0930. —Dash Robinson

Acres, Dana Cerick and the Conveyers of Pain and
Thrift Store Saint will be performing starting at 9 p.m.
The Metro Cafe is located at 1522 14th St. NW. For

groups as

Amazing Royal Crowns and Sidewinders. Amazing
Royal Crowns have just finished touring with world
famous ska-rockers The Mighty Mighty Bosstones.

weekend where they will be featuring up and coming
bands

One of D.C.’s favorite and most loyal bands, ska masters The Instigators, are back. Nothing need be said
about these Georgetown alumni, the biggest band ever to

of its biggest

shows

to date.

Rocker

Holly

with
Cole

will be starring live at The Metro Cafe. This longanticipated show will begin at 9 p.m. Garrison Starr
will open. Make sure to get there early because the first
100 people to arrive will receive a complementary
Garrison Starr single.
The Metro Cafe is located at 1522 14th St. NW. For more
information, call (202) 518-7900.
—Dash Robinson
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COURTESY

SLIMSTYLE RECORDS

Georgetown’s seven favorite ska alumni, The Instigators, will be skanking away at The Bayou this Thursday.

EN
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